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Abstract: We study a one-dimensional toy version of the Chern-Simons theory. We
construct its simplicial version which comprises features of a low-energy effective gauge
theory and of a topological quantum field theory in the sense of Atiyah.
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1. Introduction
We begin by considering a one-dimensional version of the Chern-Simons theory on a
circle. This is a gauge theory in the Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism defined by the action
S(A, ψ) = 1
2
∫
(ψ, dψ) + (ψ, [A, ψ]), (1)
where the field ψ is an odd function on the circle with values in a quadratic Lie algebra
g (that is, g has an invariant non-degenerate scalar product, e.g. the Killing form in the
case of g semisimple), and the field A is an even 1-form with values in g. We address the
problem of constructing an effective BV action induced by a triangulation of the circle
(that is, a splitting of the circle into a finite number of segments).
This problem is interesting by itself since it is related to discretization of differential
geometry. In fact, the action (1) encodes the structure of a unimodular cyclic differential
graded Lie algebra (DGLA) on g-valued differential forms on the circle (for details,
see [7]). Then, the effective action is a generating function of a discretized (homotopy)
version of this DGLA structure induced on the chains of a triangulation (which can be
viewed as discrete analogs of differential forms).
Another motivation for studying the effective action in the simple model defined
by action (1) is a hope to get a new insight for constructing a discrete version of the
3-dimensional Chern-Simons theory. Such a discrete Chern-Simons theory would allow
defining quantum invariants of 3-manifolds as finite-dimensional integrals, and it would
be compatible with the gauge symmetry (i.e. it would satisfy the Batalin-Vilkovisky
quantum master equation); cf. Sect. 1.3.
We show that the effective action of the one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory on
a triangulated circle is given by an explicit albeit somewhat cumbersome formula (42).
It immediately raises a number of questions. Indeed, the result is expected to satisfy
the quantum master equation (QME) and to be compatible with simplicial aggregations
(merging several 1-simplices of the triangulation). How can we check this directly?
Another desire is to represent the effective action in a “simplicially-local” form (that is,
as a sum of contributions where each term depends only on two neighboring segments).
It turns out that answers to these questions come from the following construction.
First, we give a new definition of the one-dimensional simplicial Chern-Simons theory
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using the operator formalism, i.e. in the language of Clifford algebras Cl(g) (Sect. 3.2.1).
The partition function for a simplicial complex is then an element of Cl(g)⊗i (where i is
half the number of boundary points of the simplicial complex), and it is a product of local
Cl(g)-valued expressions (61) for 1-simplices. In particular, for a triangulated circle the
partition function is a scalar (depending on simplicial “bulk fields”). In Sect. 4.4.2, we
establish the equivalence between the operator formalism and the path integral formal-
ism of Sect. 2. In the operator formalism, the consistency with simplicial aggregations
is checked in a straightforward manner (Sect. 3.2.2). The partition function ZI on the
interval I satisfies Eq. (68):

∂
∂ψ˜a
∂
∂ Aa
ZI +
1

[
1
6
f abcψˆaψˆbψˆc, ZI
]
Cl(g)
= 0,
which is a version of the quantum master equation (QME) adjusted for the presence of
the boundary. It immediately implies the QME with boundary contributions for an arbi-
trary one-dimensional simplicial complex (73), and the usual QME for the triangulated
circle (44).
In order to formulate the one-dimensional simplicial Chern-Simons theory in the
spirit of Atiyah’s axioms of TQFT (Sect. 4.2), we choose a complex polarization of g:
gC = h ⊕ h¯.
This is always possible if g is even-dimensional. Note however that in this way we break
the original O(g)-symmetry of the problem. The (compexified) Clifford algebra Cl(gC)
is isomorphic to the matrix (super-)algebra End(∧•h) = End(Fun(h)). Therefore,
the space of states associated to a point in the one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory
is Hpt = Fun(h) — the super vector space of polynomials in (dim g)/2 odd vari-
ables. The super-space Hpt is endowed with an odd third-order differential operator
δ. One-dimensional “cobordisms” are now equipped with triangulations. To a triangu-
lated cobordism  we associate the “space of bulk fields” Fbulk , equipped with the BV
Laplacian bulk . The partition function for a triangulated cobordism satisfies the quan-
tum master equation (82). In addition to the operations of gluing and disjoint union
(which are standard in Atiyah’s picture), simplicial aggregations are allowed for trian-
gulated cobordisms. The original continuum theory can be thought of as the simplicial
theory in the limit of dense triangulation.
Matrix elements of the partition function for a triangulated cobordism can be written
as path integrals for the one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory with BV gauge fixing
in the bulk and holomorphic-antiholomorphic boundary conditions (Sect. 4.4.2). This
brings us back to the formalism of effective BV actions. The action for an interval is
given by a Gaussian integral, and one can compute it explicitly (see Eq. (117)).
1.1. The logic of the paper. In Sect. 2, we construct an effective BV action for the
one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory on a triangulated circle. Section 2.2 contains a
warm-up calculation of the effective BV action induced on the de Rham cohomology of
the circle. In Sects. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, we handle the gauge fixing in the path integral. The
final result of Sect. 2 is the explicit formula (42) for the simplicial action on a triangulated
circle (Theorem 1).
In Sect. 3, we address the Chern-Simons theory on a circle via the quantum mechan-
ical operator formalism. The resulting effective BV action on a triangulation is given
by formulae (51, 52). The comparison with the path integral formalism (Theorem 2) is
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postponed until Sect. 4.4.2. Two quick consistency checks of Theorem 2 are performed in
Sect. 3.1.3 and Sect. 3.1.4. In Sect. 3.2.1, we explain how the operator formalism helps to
give an Atiyah-style axiomatic formulation of one-dimensional simplicial Chern-Simons
theory. In more detail, in this approach one associates operator-valued effective actions
to triangulated one-dimensional cobordisms. This picture comprises the features of an
Atiyah TQFT (concatenation of cobordisms is sent to the composition of operators) and
of a simplicial theory (simplicial aggregations are sent to certain BV integrals for the
effective actions, cf. Sect. 3.2.2). In Sect. 3.2.3, we prove that a version of the Batalin-
Vilkovisky quantum master equation (QME) is fulfilled for the partition function of a
triangulated 1-cobordism (Theorem 3). This implies the usual QME for the simplicial
action (42) on the triangulated circle (see Corollary 1).
In Sect. 4, we prove Theorem 2. The proof follows the standard route of using the heat
kernel expansion of the evolution operator in order to recover the path integral represen-
tation (Sect. 4.4). Along the way, we identify the space of states associated to a point in
the one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory (Sect. 4.2). In order to do that (and to define
integral kernels of evolution operators) one needs to introduce a complex polarization of
the gauge Lie algebra g (Sect. 4.1). In Sect. 4.5, we compute the Chern-Simons partition
function for an interval by perturbative techniques (Proposition 4).
1.2. The main results.
• Theorem 1: an explicit formula (42) for the effective BV action of the one-dimensional
Chern-Simons theory on a circle induced on cochains of a triangulation of the circle.
An essential part of this result is the unique gauge fixing in the path integral given in
Sect. 2.3.1.
• Expressions (51,52) for the exponential of the simplicial action on the triangulated
circle in terms of the Clifford algebra Cl(g), and Theorem 2 giving a comparison with
(42).
• Construction of the one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory as an Atiyah-style TQFT
defined on triangulated 1-cobordisms. It comprises features of an Atiyah TQFT (con-
catenations), of a simplicial theory (simplicial aggregations) and of a Lagrangian
gauge theory (quantum master equation). The partition function of this theory on a
triangulated circle is the exponential of simplicial action considered in Sect. 2. The
construction is presented in Sects. 3.2.1, 4.2.
• Theorem 3: the quantum master equation with boundary terms.
1.3. A speculation: towards generalizations to topological quantum field theories in
higher dimensions. Our discussion of the one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory in
Sect. 4.2 inspires a hope that a hybrid Atiyah-Lagrange picture can apply in other topo-
logical quantum field theories, e.g. in more general AKSZ theories (which include the
3-dimensional Chern-Simons theory and the 2-dimensional Poisson sigma model). This
is the subject of the work in progress by A. Cattaneo, P. M. and N. Reshetikhin [8].
By the loose term “hybrid Atiyah-Lagrange picture” we mean a functor which asso-
ciates to a D-cobordism Bin
−→ Bout a partition function
Z ∈ H∗Bin ⊗ HBout ⊗ Fun(Fbulk ).
It is a function on the “space of bulk fields” Fbulk (a finite-dimensional BV mani-
fold) associated to the cobordism, and it takes values in linear operators from the space
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of states associated to incoming boundary HBin to the space of states associated to the
outgoing boundary HBout . Gluing of two cobordisms along the common boundary should
be mapped to the composition of operators (as in Atiyah’s picture). Gauge symmetry
should be present in the form of a quantum master equation with boundary terms,
(
bulk − −1δ∗Bin + −1δBout
)
Z = 0
cf. (82). Here bulk is the BV Laplacian on Fun(Fbulk ) and δB is a certain coboun-
dary operator on the space of states HB (the coboundary property δ2B = 0 might get
spoiled by an anomaly, cf. (83)). Thus, a TQFT in the Atiyah-Lagrange picture would
have features of both Atiyah’s TQFT and of an effective gauge theory in the Lagrangian
Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism.
One important example of an Atiyah-Lagrange TQFT would be an effective theory
on zero modes of a continuum TQFT in Lagrangian formalism, with matrix elements of
the partition function given by perturbative path integrals.
A more ambitious task would be to construct a discrete TQFT in the Atiyah-Lagrange
picture, where cobordisms and boundary components carry “discretization data” (e.g.
triangulations). Then, spaces of bulk fields and spaces of states depend on the discret-
ization data, and aggregations of discretization data are mapped to finite-dimensional
fiber BV integrals at the level of partition functions. One hopes to construct such dis-
crete TQFTs from continuum ones by perturbative path integrals (this would be the
higher-dimensional version of the integrals (104), (105)).
For an AKSZ sigma model on Maps(•,M), our study gives an educated guess for
the space of states HB and for the coboundary operator δB appearing in the quantum
master equation. In more detail, the space of states HB should be the geometric quan-
tization of the symplectic supermanifold 	B = Maps(B,M) (the phase super-space).
The AKSZ construction endows 	B with a cohomological hamiltonian vector field
Q B = {SB, •}, where SB is a certain odd function on 	B satisfying the Maurer-Cartan
equation {SB , SB} = 0. A natural candidate for the coboundary operator δB : HB → HB
is the quantization of the Maurer-Cartan element SB .
In the case of the one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory, we have the target space
M = g, the phase space associated to a point 	pt = g, the Maurer-Cartan ele-
ment (4) Spt = 16 f abc Xa Xb Xc, the space of states for a point (80) Hpt = Fun(h) —
the geometric quantization space for 	pt = g (cf. Remark 22). The coboundary (up
to possible anomaly (83)) operator for a point δpt is the quantization of Spt , see (81).
For other AKSZ theories, spaces of states constructed in this way will typically be
infinite-dimensional complexes. However one may hope to pass to finite-dimensional
deformation retracts of (HB, δB) by means of the homological perturbation theory.
1.4. Authorship. The idea of looking at the one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory and
some parts of Sect. 3 (operator formalism approach) are joint work of both authors
(the idea to use operator formalism for the one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory was
suggested by A. A.). Other parts of the paper are due to P. M.
2. Simplicial Chern-Simons Theory on the Circle
In this section we study the Chern-Simons theory on the circle in Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV)
formalism and construct an effective BV action induced on cochains of a triangulation.
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Much of this discussion is inspired by [7] and [15]. In particular, the reader is referred
to Sects. 2 and 3.2 of [7] for details of the effective BV action construction.
2.1. Continuum theory on the circle: fields, BV structure, action. Let g be a quadratic
Lie algebra with Lie bracket [, ] and non-degenerate ad-invariant pairing (, ). We will
denote by {T a} an orthonormal basis in g and by f abc = (T a, [T b, T c]) the structure
constants in this basis. We will also use the Einstein summation convention for the Lie
algebra indices.
The Chern-Simons theory on a 3-manifold M can be constructed as an AKSZ sigma
model [1] with the space of fields
F = Maps(T M,g) = g ⊗ 
•(M).
That is, F is the space of maps of super-manifolds from the parity-shifted tangent bun-
dle of M to the parity-shifted Lie algebra. Equivalently, this is the space of differential
forms on M with values in g. From the canonical integration measure on T M and
the even symplectic structure ωg = 12δXa ∧ δXa on g (we denote by {Xa} the set
of odd coordinates on g associated to the orthonormal basis {T a} on g) one constructs
an odd symplectic form (the “BV 2-form”) on F :
ω = 1
2
∫
M
(δα, δα). (2)
Here the superfield α is the canonical odd map (the parity-shifted identity operator)
α : F → g ⊗ 
•(M) (3)
which can be viewed as the generating function for coordinates on F with values in
g-valued differential forms on M . By splitting α into components according to the
degrees of differential forms we obtain
α = A(0) + A(1) + A(2) + A(3),
where A(p) takes values in g-valued p-forms.1 Since α is totally odd, A(0) and A(2)
are intrinsically odd, A(1) and A(3) are intrinsically even (the intrinsic parity is the total
parity minus the de Rham degree modulo 2). The Chern-Simons action is built of the
1-form 12 X
a ∧ δXa on g (which is a primitive for ωg) and the odd function on g
θ = 1
6
f abc Xa Xb Xc (4)
which satisfies {θ, θ}g = 0. The action is given by formula,
S =
∫
M
1
2
(α, dα) +
1
6
(α, [α, α]). (5)
By the general construction [1], S satisfies the classical master equation
{S, S} = 0,
where {, } is the BV anti-bracket on functions on F defined by the odd symplectic form ω.
1 In the BV formalism, A(1) is the “classical field”, A(0) is the “ghost”; A(2) and A(3) are the “anti-fields”
for A(1) and A(0), respectively.
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We would like to define the one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory on the circle S1
by substituting M = S1 into the construction described above. Then, the space of fields
becomes
F = Maps(TS1,g) = g ⊗ 
0(S1) ⊕ g ⊗ 
1(S1).
The superfield α can now be written as
α = ψ + A, (6)
where the component ψ = T aψa(τ ) takes values in g-valued functions on the circle and
is intrinsically odd (τ is the coordinate onS1); and the component A = dτ T a Aa(τ ) takes
values in g-valued 1-forms on the circle and is intrinsically even. Thus, {ψa(τ ), Aa(τ )}
are odd and even coordinates on F , respectively. The space F is equipped with an odd
symplectic structure (2):
ω =
∫
S1
(δψ, δA), (7)
defining the anti-bracket {•, •} : Fun(F) × Fun(F) → Fun(F),
{ f, g} =
∫
S1
dτ f
( ←−
δ
δψa(τ )
−→
δ
δAa(τ )
−
←−
δ
δAa(τ )
−→
δ
δψa(τ )
)
g
and the BV Laplacian  : Fun(F) → Fun(F)
 f =
∫
S1
dτ
δ
δψa(τ )
δ
δAa(τ )
f.
Note that the operator  is ill-defined on local functionals.
The action (5) can be written in terms of components (6) of the superfield as
S = 1
2
∫
S1
((ψ, dψ) + (ψ, [A, ψ])) . (8)
Here d is the de Rham differential on S1. By the general AKSZ construction,2 the action
S satisfies the classical master equation
{S, S} = 0.
Naïvely, one could also say that the unimodularity of g implies unimodularity of
g ⊗ 
•(S1), and therefore the quantum master equation is fulfilled
1
2
{S, S} + S = 0.
However, S is ill-defined in continuum theory.
Remark 1. The Z2-grading on the space of fields of the Chern-Simons theory on a
3-manifold can be promoted to a Z-grading (by setting F = Maps(T [1]M, g[1])) in
such a way that the odd symplectic form 
 attains grade3 −1 (so that the anti-bracket has
degree +1) and the action S is in degree zero. However, this does not apply to the one-
dimensional Chern-Simons theory which is essentially Z2-graded: there is no consistent
Z-grading on the space of fields.
2 Or, in the algebraic language, due to relations (Leibniz identity, Jacobi identity, cyclicity of differential,
cyclicity of Lie bracket) in the cyclic dg Lie algebra g⊗ 
•(S1), cf. [7].
3 Grade is defined as the total degree minus the de Rham degree of a differential form.
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2.2. Effective action on the cohomology of the circle.
2.2.1. Harmonic gauge. Let’s split the space of differential forms on the circle into con-
stant 0- and 1-forms and those with vanishing integral4: 
•(S1) = 
′•(S1)⊕
′′•(S1),
where

′•(S1) = { f + dτ g | f, g ∈ R}, (9)

′′•(S1) = { f ′′(τ ) + dτ g′′(τ ) |
∫
S1
dτ f ′′(τ ) = 0,
∫
S1
dτ g′′(τ ) = 0}. (10)
It induces the splitting for fields into infrared and ultraviolet parts F = F ′ ⊕F ′′, where
F ′ = {ψ0 + dτ A0 | ψ0 ∈ g, A0 ∈ g},
F ′′ = {ψ ′′ + A′′ |
∫
S1
dτ ψ ′′(τ ) = 0,
∫
S1
A′′ = 0}.
This splitting respects both the BV 2-form and the de Rham differential. We define the
Lagrangian subspace L ⊂ F ′′ as
L = {ψ ′′ + A′′ | A′′ = 0}. (11)
2.2.2. Effective action on cohomology. 5 We define the effective action W on F ′ by the
fiber BV integral
e
1

W (ψ0,A0,) =
∫
L
e
1

S(ψ0+ψ ′′, dτ A0+A′′)
=
∫
Dψ ′′ e 12
∫
S1
(
ψ0+ψ ′′,(d+dτ adA0 )(ψ0+ψ
′′)
)
. (12)
The Lagrangian subspace L ⊂ F ′′ is uniquely6 fixed by the requirement that the “free”
part of the action 12
∫
S1(ψ, dψ) be non-degenerate when restricted to L.
Integral (12) is Gaussian, and it yields the following result.
Proposition 1. The effective BV action W of the one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory
is given by
e
1

W (ψ0,A0,) = det1/2g
(
sinh adA02
adA0
2
)
· e− 12 (ψ0,adA0ψ0). (13)
4 Properties of being constant for a 1-form and being of integral zero for a 0-form are non-covariant. This
is not a problem as choosing a gauge always relies on introducing some additional structure. In the case of
harmonic gauge, this extra structure is the parametrization of the circle.
5 More precisely, we consider the effective action as a function on g⊗ H•(S1), i.e. on the parity-shifted
de Rham cohomology of the circle (which we represented by harmonic forms) with coefficients in g.
6 This a special property of the one-dimensional theory related to the fact that the de Rham operator
d : 
′′0(S1) → 
′′1(S1) is an isomorphism, and there is unique chain homotopy K = d−1 : 
′′1(S1) →

′′0(S1).
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A simple form of the 0-loop part is due to the fact that multiplication by constant
1-forms respects the splitting of forms into infrared and ultraviolet parts (9, 10).7 The
functional determinant is easily computed e.g. by using the exponential basis {e2π ikτ }
for 0-forms on the circle.
The effective action (13) satisfies the quantum master equation
∂
∂ψa0
∂
∂ Aa0
e
1

W (ψ0,A0,) = 0.
The classical master equation is implied by the Jacobi identity and by cyclicity property
of the Lie bracket on g; the quantum part of master equation follows from the fact that
the one-loop part of W is manifestly ad-invariant.
2.3. Simplicial Chern-Simons action on circle. Let’s assume that the circle S1 is glued
of n intervals I1 = [p1, p2], . . . , In = [pn, p1] (where p1, . . . , pn is a cyclically ordered
collection of points on the circle), and that each interval Ik is equipped with a coordinate
function τ : Ik → [0, 1]. We will denote a point of Ik with coordinate τ by (k, τ ). We
will assume n to be odd (otherwise, our gauge will be inconsistent, see Remark 2). We
denote this “triangulation” of the circle by n .
2.3.1. Cyclic Whitney gauge. Splitting of fields into infrared and ultraviolet parts is
defined by splitting for differential forms on the circle 
•(S1) = 
′•n (S1)⊕
′′•n (S1),
where we split 0-forms into continuous piecewise-linear ones and those with vanish-
ing integrals over each Ik , and we split 1-forms into piecewise-constant ones and the
orthogonal complement of piecewise-linear 0-forms:

′•n (S1) = { f ′ + dτ g′ | f ′|Ik = (1 − τ) fk + τ fk+1, g′|Ik = gk ∀k},

′′•n (S1) = { f ′′ + dτ g′′ |
∫
Ik
dτ f ′′ = 0,
∫
Ik
τdτ g′′ +
∫
Ik+1
(1 − τ)dτ g′′ = 0 ∀k},
(14)
where fk, gk ∈ R are numbers. Thus, 
′•n (S1) ∼= Rn|n (as a super-space). As a cochain
complex, 
′•n (S1) is isomorphic to C•(n), the cochain complex of the simplicial com-
plex n . As in Sect. 2.2.1, this splitting agrees with the de Rham differential, and the
associated splitting for fields F = F ′ ⊕ F ′′ agrees with the BV 2-form.
We call splitting (14) the “cyclic Whitney gauge”, because our representatives 
′•
for cell cochains of triangulation are exactly the Whitney forms [17] for n . The word
“cyclic” indicates that 
′′• is constructed as an orthogonal complement of 
′• with
respect to the Poincaré pairing
∫
S1 • ∧ •.
Coordinates on F ′ are given by values of ψ ′ at the vertices of triangulation:
ψk = ψ ′(pk) ∈ g, (15)
and by integrals of A over intervals:
Ak =
∫
Ik
A′ ∈ g. (16)
7 Higher order terms in the 0-loop effective action would correspond to Massey operations on the de Rham
cohomology (cf. [7,15]). In the case of the circle, Massey operations vanish.
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The BV 2-form on F ′ is given by
ω′ =
n∑
k=1
δψak + δψ
a
k+1
2
∧ δAak . (17)
We will denote F ′ = Fn to emphasize its dependence on n. We have Fn ∼= g ⊗
C•(n).
Remark 2. The requirement that n be odd is needed since for n even the piecewise-linear
0-form
f (k, τ ) = (−1)k(τ − 1/2)
belongs to both the infrared and ultraviolet subspaces.
As in Sect. 2.2.1, we define the Lagrangian subspace L ⊂ F ′′ by setting the 1-form
part of the ultraviolet field to zero (11).
2.3.2. Chain homotopy, dressed chain homotopy. Let us define the infrared projector
P ′ : 
•(S1) → 
′•n (S1) by formula
f + dτ · g →
n∑
k=1
(∫
Ik
dτ ′ f − (1 − 2τ) ·
(∫
Ik+1
dτ ′ f −
∫
Ik+2
dτ ′ f
+ · · · +
∫
Ik−2
dτ ′ f −
∫
Ik−1
dτ ′ f
))
θIk
+dτ
n∑
k=1
(∫
Ik
dτ ′ g +
∫
Ik+1
(1 − 2τ ′)dτ ′ g −
∫
Ik+2
(1 − 2τ ′)dτ ′ g
+ · · · −
∫
Ik−1
(1 − 2τ ′)dτ ′ g
)
θIk , (18)
where θIk is the function on the circle with value 1 on Ik and zero elsewhere.
The chain homotopy κ : 
1(S1) → 
0(S1) is uniquely defined by the properties
d κ + κ d = id − P ′, (19)
P ′κ = 0, (20)
κP ′ = 0. (21)
Lemma 1. The operator κ defined by relations (19), (20), (21) acts on the 1-form
dτ · g ∈ 
1(S1) by8
κ(dτ · g)(k, τ ) =
n∑
k′=1
∫
Ik′
dτ ′κ((k, τ ), (k′, τ ′)) g(k′, τ ′), (22)
8 Recall that (k, τ ) denotes a point on the circle which belongs to the interval Ik and which has a local
coordinate τ . Hence, the integral kernel here is actually a function on S1 × S1.
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where the integral kernel is given by
κ((k, τ ), (k′, τ ′)) =
{
θ(τ − τ ′) − 12 − τ + τ ′ if k = k′
(−1)k−k′2( 12 − τ)( 12 − τ ′) if k′ < k < k′ + n
(23)
and θ is the unit step function. In addition, the kernel has the anti-symmetry property:
κ((k′, τ ′), (k, τ )) = −κ((k, τ ), (k′, τ ′)).
To obtain formula (23), one observes that relations (19) and (20) imply the differential
equation
∂
∂τ
κ((k, τ ), (k′, τ ′)) = δk,k′δ(τ − τ ′) + Ck(k′, τ ′) (24)
subject to conditions
∫ 1
0
dτ κ((k, τ ), (k′, τ ′)) = 0, κ((k, 1), (k′, τ ′)) = κ((k + 1, 0), (k′, τ ′)) ∀k.
(25)
Here Ck(k′, τ ′) are some functions independent of τ . Solving (24) together with (25)
immediately yields (23). This proves the uniqueness property. In order to prove existence,
one checks that (23) satisfies (19), (20), (21).
We will also need the “dressed” chain homotopy (i.e. dressed by the connection)
κA′ : g ⊗ 
1(S1) → g ⊗ 
0(S1), where A′ = ∑nk=1 AkθIk is a piecewise-constant
g-valued 1-form on the circle. The operator κA′ is uniquely defined by the properties
(id − P ′)dA′ κA′ + κA′ dA′(id − P ′) = id − P ′, (26)
P ′κA′ = 0, (27)
κA′P ′ = 0, (28)
where dA′ = d + adA′ . One can summarize these properties by saying that κA′ :

′′1n (S1) → 
′′0n (S1) is the inverse of the operator (id−P ′)dA′(id−P ′) : 
′′0n (S1) →

′′1n (S1). The dressed chain homotopy can either be expressed perturbatively as a series
κA′ = κ − κ adA′ κ + κ adA′ κ adA′ κ − · · · ,
or it can be computed explicitly by solving the differential equation (26).
To present an explicit formula for the integral kernel of κA′ (defined as in (22)), we
have to first introduce some notation. Let F(A, τ ) be an End(g)-valued function on the
interval [0, 1] depending on an anti-symmetric matrix A ∈ so(g) ⊂ End(g) and defined
by the following properties:
F(A, •) ∈ SpanEnd(g)(1, e−Aτ ), (29)∫ 1
0
dτ F(A, τ ) = 0,
F(A, 0) = 1.
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Property (29) is equivalently stated as (d + A)F(A, •) = const (this constant depends
on A). It is convenient to introduce notation
R(A) = −F(A, 1) ∈ End(g).
More explicitly, we have
F(A, τ ) =
1
2
(
coth A2 + 1
)
e−Aτ − A−1
1
2
(
coth A2 + 1
)
− A−1
, (30)
R(A) = − A
−1 + 12 − 12 coth A2
A−1 − 12 − 12 coth A2
. (31)
Since the function x−1 − 12 coth x2 is analytic at x = 0, expressions (30), (31) are in fact
well-defined for non-invertible A. We will use notation
μk(A′) = R(adAk−1)R(adAk−2) · · · R(adAk+1)R(adAk ) ∈ End(g). (32)
The following reflection properties
F(−A, τ ) = − F(A, 1 − τ)
R(A) , R(−A) = R(A)
−1, μk(A′)T = μk(A′)−1
mean that R(A) and μk(A′) take values in orthogonal matrices O(g) ⊂ End(g).
We can now present the result for the integral kernel of the dressed chain homotopy
κA′ :
Lemma 2. The operator κA′ defined by relations (26), (27), (28) acts on a g-valued
1-form dτ · β ∈ g ⊗ 
1(S1) by formula
κA′(dτ · β)(k, τ ) =
n∑
k′=1
∫
Ik′
dτ ′ · κA′((k, τ ), (k′, τ ′)) ◦ β(k′, τ ′), (33)
where the integral kernel is given by
κA′ ((k, τ ), (k′, τ ′))
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(
θ(τ − τ ′) − 12 + 12 coth
adAk
2
)
e(τ
′−τ)adAk − (adAk )−1
+F(adAk , τ )
(
1
1+μk (A′) − 11+R(adAk )
)
F(−adAk , τ ′) if k = k′,
(−1)k−k′ F(adAk , τ )R(adAk−1) · · · R(adAk′ ) 11+μk′ (A′) F(−adAk′ , τ
′) if k′ < k < k′ + n.
(34)
This integral kernel is anti-symmetric:
κA′((k′, τ ′), (k, τ ))T = −κA′((k, τ ), (k′, τ ′)).
To obtain (34) we proceed as in the derivation of (23). The differential equation
implied by (26) is as follows:(
∂
∂τ
+ adAk
)
κA′((k, τ ), (k′, τ ′)) = δk,k′δ(τ − τ ′) + Ck(k′, τ ′). (35)
Conditions (25) are still fulfilled. Solving (35) with these conditions imposed yields
formula (34).
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2.3.3. Simplicial action. Simplicial Chern-Simons action Sn for the triangulation n
of circle is defined by the fiber BV integral
e
1

Sn (ψ ′,A′,) =
∫
L
e
1

S(ψ ′+ψ ′′,A′+A′′). (36)
As in the case of induction to cohomology, one puts A′′|L = 0, and the integral becomes
Gaussian:
e
1

Sn (ψ ′,A′,) =
∫
Dψ ′′ e 12
∫
S1 (ψ
′+ψ ′′,dA′ (ψ ′+ψ ′′)). (37)
Expanding the integrand as
(ψ ′, dA′ψ ′) + (ψ ′′, dψ ′′) + (ψ ′′, adA′ψ ′′) + 2(ψ ′′, adA′ψ ′),
one can consider the second term as the “free” part of the action and the third and
fourth terms as a perturbation. In this way, we arrive at the following Feynman diagram
expansion for Sn :
Sn =
1
2
(ψ ′, dψ ′) + 1
2
(ψ ′, adA′ψ ′) − 12 (ψ
′, adA′κ adA′ψ ′) +
1
2
(ψ ′, adA′κ adA′κ adA′ψ ′) − · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
S0n
+ 
1
2 · 2 trg⊗
0(S1) (κ adA′κ adA′ ) − 
1
2 · 3 trg⊗
0(S1) (κ adA′κ adA′κ adA′ ) + · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
S1n
. (38)
Here the first line is the sum of “tree” diagrams and the second line is the sum of
“wheel diagrams”.
The tree part of Sn can be expressed in terms of the dressed chain homotopy,
S0n =
1
2
∫
S1
(ψ ′, dψ ′) + 1
2
∫
S1
(ψ ′, adA′ψ ′) − 12
∫
S1
(ψ ′, adA′κA′adA′ψ ′). (39)
For the 1-loop part, we first write
S1n =
1
2
trg⊗
0(S1) log(1 + κ adA′).
Then, by using the general formula
∂
∂s
tr log Ms = tr
(
M−1s
∂Ms
∂s
)
one obtains
S1n =
∫ 1
0
ds
∂
∂s
(
1
2
trg⊗
0(S1) log(1 + κ ads A′)
)
= 1
2
∫ 1
0
ds trg⊗
0(S1) (1 + κ ads A′)−1κ︸ ︷︷ ︸
κs A′
adA′ .
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One can evaluate the functional trace in the integrand in the coordinate representation
(i.e. in the basis of delta-functions) by expressing it in terms of the integral kernel (34)
restricted to the diagonal S1 ⊂ S1 × S1:
S1n =
∫ 1
0
ds
1
2
n∑
k=1
∫ 1
0
dτ trg
(
κs A′((k, τ ), (k, τ ))adAk
)
. (40)
There is an ambiguity in this expression since the integral kernel (34) is discontinuous
on the diagonal. We regularize this ambiguity by using the convention
θ(0) = 1
2
. (41)
Observe that the value assigned to θ(0) does not really matter: changing the conven-
tion for θ(0) changes S1n by ∝ trgadA′ = 0. It is interesting that the integral over
the auxiliary parameter s in (40) can be computed explicitly. By putting together (39)
and (40) and substituting (34) we obtain the following explicit result for the simplicial
Chern-Simons action on the triangulated circle.
Theorem 1. Simplicial Chern-Simons action on the triangulated circle is given by
Sn =−
1
2
n∑
k=1
(
(ψk, ψk+1)+
1
3
(ψk, adAk ψk)+
1
3
(ψk+1, adAk ψk+1) +
1
3
(ψk, adAk ψk+1)
)
+
1
2
n∑
k=1
(ψk+1−ψk,
(
1 − R(adAk )
2
(
1
1 + μk(A′)
− 1
1 + R(adAk )
)
1 − R(adAk )
2R(adAk )
+(adAk )−1 +
1
12
adAk −
1
2
coth
adAk
2
)
◦ (ψk+1 − ψk))
+
1
2
n∑
k′=1
k′+n−1∑
k=k′+1
(−1)k−k′(ψk+1 − ψk, 1 − R(adAk )2 R(adAk−1) · · · R(adAk′ )
· 1
1 + μk′(A′)
· 1 − R(adAk′ )
2R(adAk′ )
◦ (ψk′+1 − ψk′))
+
1
2
trg log
(
(1 + μ•(A′))
n∏
k=1
(
1
1 + R(adAk )
· sinh
adAk
2
adAk
2
))
. (42)
In the last term (the 1-loop contribution) μ•(A′) stands for μl(A′) for arbitrary l. For
different l, these matrices differ by conjugation. Hence, the expression detg(1 +μ•(A′))
is well defined.
2.3.4. Remarks.
Remark 3. In deriving formula (42) we were sloppy about additive constants (we did not
pay attention to normalization of the measure in the functional integral (37)). We chose
an ad hoc normalization
Sn (0, 0, ) = −
n − 1
2
dim g log 2
which turns out to be consistent with the operator formalism (see Sect. 3.1).
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Remark 4. Setting n = 1 in (42) yields the effective action on cohomology (13).
Remark 5. By expanding (42) in a power series with respect to A′ we get back the
perturbative expansion (38)),
Sn = −
1
2
n∑
k=1
(ψk, ψk+1) − 12
n∑
k=1
(
1
3
(ψk, adAk ψk) +
1
3
(ψk+1, adAk ψk+1)
+
1
3
(ψk, adAk ψk+1)
)
+
1
2
n∑
k′=1
k′+n−1∑
k=k′+1
1
72
(−1)k−k′(ψk+1 − ψk, adAk adAk′ (ψk′+1 − ψk′))
− n − 1
2
dim g log 2 + 
1
2 · 2
⎛
⎝ n∑
k=1
1
12
trg(adAk )2
+
n∑
k′=1
k′+n−1∑
k=k′+1
1
36
trg(adAk adAk′ )
⎞
⎠ + O((A′)3). (43)
Remark 6. Naïvely, at large n the simplicial action Sn can be viewed as a lattice approx-
imation to the continuum action (8). For ψ and A fixed, we have
Sn
(
{ψk = ψ(k/n)}, {Ak =
∫ (k+1)/n
k/n
A}
)
−→ S(ψ, A) + O(1/n)
when n tends to infinity. The point is that rather than being just an approximation the
simplicial theory (Fn , Sn ) is exactly equivalent to the continuum theory (F , S) for
any finite n.
Remark 7. The simplicial theory is constructed by the fiber BV integral from the con-
tinuum theory. Hence, we expect the simplicial action to satisfy the quantum master
equation
n e
1

Sn = 0 (44)
with BV Laplacian associated to the BV 2-form (17),
n =
n∑
k=1
∂
∂ψ˜ak
∂
∂ Aak
, (45)
where
ψ˜k = ψk + ψk+12 . (46)
However, the BV Laplacian in the continuum theory is ill-defined. Therefore, the quan-
tum master equation (44) is not automatic, and it must be checked independently. It is
easy to do it in low degrees in A′ by using the expansion (43). We will prove the quantum
master equation via the operator approach in Sect. 3.2.3.
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Remark 8. Another property we expect from the simplicial theory is its compatibility
with simplicial aggregations n+2 → n . We will prove this property in Sect. 3.2.2.
Remark 9. The gauge choice (14) is actually rigid up to diffeomorphisms of intervals Ik .
More exactly, if we require compatibility of the splitting 
 = 
′ ⊕
′′ with the de Rham
differential and with the pairing
∫
S1 •∧• (i.e. so that 
′ and 
′′ are subcomplexes of 
,
and 
′′ is orthogonal to 
′), then the splitting is completely determined by the images
of basis 1-cochains of n in 
1(S1). If in addition, we require that the image of each
basis 1-cochain e(1)k be supported exactly on the respective interval Ik ⊂ S1 (a kind
of simplicial locality property), we obtain the splitting (14) up to diffeomorphisms of
intervals Ik taking the representatives of basis 1-cochains e(1)k to constant forms θIk dτ . It
is important to note that we are implicitly assuming that the splitting for fields is induced
by the splitting for real-valued differential forms. If we drop this assumption and allow
splittings of g ⊗
 which are not obtained from a splitting of 
 by tensoring with g, we
can introduce other gauges.
Remark 10. The embedding of cell cochains of n to the space of differential forms
in (14) is the same as in the 1-dimensional simplicial BF theory [15]: 0-cochains are
represented by continuous piecewise-linear functions, and 1-cochains are represented
by piecewise-constant 1-forms. However, the projection (18) is very different. In fact, it
is non-local: for 0-forms instead of evaluation at vertices (as in simplicial BF) we have
a sum of integrals over all intervals Ik with certain signs. And for 1-forms, instead of
integration over one interval we have an integral over the whole circle with a certain
piecewise-linear integral kernel. Thus, in the splitting 
 = 
′ ⊕ 
′′ the infrared part is
like in the simplicial BF theory, but the ultraviolet part is different.
Remark 11. The action (42) can be viewed as a generating function of a certain infinity-
structure on g ⊗ C•(n). In more detail, this is a structure of a loop-enhanced (or
“quantum”, or “unimodular”) cyclic L∞ algebra with the structure maps (operations)
c
(l)
k : ∧k(g ⊗ C•(n)) → R related to the action (42) by
Sn =
1∑
l=0
∞∑
k=2

l
k! c
(l)
k (ψ
′ + A′, · · · , ψ ′ + A′︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
),
where the superfield ψ ′ + A′ is understood as the parity-shifted identity map Fn →
g⊗C•(n) (as in (3)). The quantum master equation (44) generates a family of structure
equations on operations c(l)k . In particular, c
(0)
k satisfy the structure equations of the usual(nonunimodular) cyclic L∞ algebra. This algebraic structure on g-valued cochains of
n can be viewed as a homotopy transfer of the unimodular cyclic DGLA structure on
g ⊗ 
•(S1). Only the first two cyclic operations, c(0)2 : ∧2(g ⊗ C•(n)) → R and
c
(0)
3 : ∧3(g ⊗ C•(n)) → R are simplicially-local. All the other operations are non-
local. We can also use the pairing on g ⊗ C•(n) (induced by the pairing
∫
S1(•, •) on
g-valued differential forms) to invert one input in cyclic operations. This gives an oriented
(non-cyclic) version of the unimodular L∞ structure (see e.g. [11]) on g⊗C•(n) with
structure maps l(0)k : ∧k(g ⊗ C•(n)) → g ⊗ C•(n) and l(1)k : ∧k(g ⊗ C•(n)) → R
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related to the cyclic operations c(l)k by the following formula:
c
(0)
k+1(ψ
′ + A′, · · · , ψ ′ + A′︸ ︷︷ ︸
k+1
) =
⎛
⎝ψ ′ + A′, l(0)k (ψ ′ + A′, · · · , ψ ′ + A′︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
)
⎞
⎠ , k ≥ 1
c
(1)
k = l(1)k , k ≥ 2.
In this unimodular L∞ algebra, only the differential l(0)1 is local while all other operations
(including the binary bracket l(0)2 : ∧2(g ⊗ C•(n)) → g ⊗ C•(n)) are non-local —
unlike in the simplicial BF theory [15] where all higher operations are simplicially-local.
Remark 12. The dressed chain homotopy κA′ can be used to construct the non-linear
map U : Fn → F ,
U : ψ ′ + A′ → ψ ′ + A′ − κA′adA′ψ ′.
It sends the infrared field ψ ′ + A′ to the conditional extremum of the continuum action
S restricted to {ψ ′ + A′} ⊕ L. The tree part of the simplicial action can be expressed in
terms of U ,
S0n = S(U (ψ ′ + A′))
=
∫
S1
1
2
(U (ψ ′ + A′), d U (ψ ′ + A′)) + 1
6
(U (ψ ′ + A′), [U (ψ ′ + A′),U (ψ ′ + A′)]).
In the language of infinity algebras, U is an L∞ morphism intertwining the DGLA
structure on g ⊗ 
•(S1) and the L∞ structure on g ⊗ C•(n).
Remark 13. There are two natural systems of g-valued coordinates on the space of sim-
plicial BV fields Fn : {ψk, Ak} and {ψ˜k, Ak} (where variables ψ˜k are defined by (46)).
The first coordinate system is associated to the realization of the space of fields through
the cochain complex of a triangulation: Fn = g ⊗ C•(n). The second coordi-
nate system is associated to the realization through 1-chains and 1-cochains: Fn ∼=
g⊗ C1(n)⊕g⊗ C1(n) (or instead of 1-chains of n one can talk of 0-cochains of
the dual cell decomposition ∨n : Fn ∼= g ⊗ C0(∨n ) ⊕ g ⊗ C1(n)). The conve-
nience of the first coordinate system is that the abelian part of the simplcial action (42) is
local in variables (ψk, Ak). The convenience of the second coordinate system {ψ˜k, Ak}
is that the BV Laplacian becomes diagonal (45).
3. Approach Through Operator Formalism
In this section, our strategy is to give a new definition of the one-dimensional Chern-
Simons theory. It will be inspired by the definition of Sect. 2.1, but we will be able to
consider our theory on an interval and to define a concatenation (gluing) procedure. We
will check that the results obtained by the new approach are consistent with those of
Sect. 2.
For the rest of the paper, we will assume that dim g = 2m is even. This is important
for Theorem 2 (the correspondence between the operator and path integral formalism):
its proof relies on recovering the path integral by using the fundamental representation
of Clifford algebra Cl(g) (Sect. 4.1) which is simpler for dim g = 2m.
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3.1. One-dimensional Chern-Simons theory in operator formalism.
3.1.1. First approximation. We would like to define the one-dimensional Chern-Simons
theory (8) as quantum mechanics where components of the quantized odd field {ψˆa} are
subject to the anti-commutation relations
ψˆaψˆb + ψˆbψˆa =  δab, (47)
i.e. {ψˆa} are generators of the Clifford algebra Cl(g). The even 1-form (connection)
field A = dτ T a Aa(τ ) is non-dynamical, and it is treated as a classical background. The
evolution operator for the theory on the interval is defined as a path-ordered exponential
of A in the spin representation:
UI(A) = ←−−−P exp
(
− 1
2
∫
I
dτ f abcψˆa Ab(τ )ψˆc
)
∈ Cl(g). (48)
Here, the intuition is as follows: the term 12
∫
(ψ, dψ) in the action (8) generates the
canonical anti-commutation relations (47) while the term 12
∫
(ψ, [A, ψ]) generates the
time-dependent quantum Hamiltonian Hˆ(τ ) = − 12 f abcψˆa Ab(τ )ψˆc which appears in(48). The evolution operator for the concatenation of intervals I1 = [p1, p2], I2 =
[p2, p3] with connections A1, A2 is naturally given by the product of the corresponding
evolution operators in the Clifford algebra:
U[p1,p3](A1θ[p1,p2] + A2θ[p2,p3]) = U[p2,p3](A2) · U[p1,p2](A1).
As in Sect. 2.3.2, θ[pk ,pk+1] = θIk denotes the function taking value 1 on the interval Ik
and zero everywhere else. The partition function for a circle is given by
ZS1(A) = StrCl(g) ←−−−P exp
(
− 1
2
∫
I
dτ f abcψˆa Ab(τ )ψˆc
)
∈ R,
where StrCl(g) is the super-trace on Cl(g) defined as
StrCl(g) : aˆ → (i)m ·
(
Coefficient of ψˆ1 · · · ψˆ2m in aˆ
)
. (49)
3.1.2. Imposing the cyclic Whitney gauge. Our next task is to model in operator formal-
ism the fiber BV integral (36) for the theory on the circle. We will look for the analogue of
the cyclic Whitney gauge introduced in Sect. 2.3.1. For the connection A, imposing the
gauge just amounts to saying that A is now infrared, i.e. a piecewise-constant connection
A′ = ∑nk=1 dτ AkθIk with Ak ∈ g. For ψ , we would like to restrict the integration to
ψ’s with given integrals (average values) ψ˜k = ψk +ψk+12 over intervals Ik . So, we are
interested in the integral
e
1

Sn =
∫
Dψ e 12
∫
S1((ψ,dψ)+(ψ,adA′ψ))
n∏
k=1
δ
(∫
Ik
dτ ψ − ψ˜k
)
=
∫ n∏
k=1
Dλk e−
∑n
k=1(λk ,ψ˜k )
∫
Dψ e 12
∫
S1((ψ,dψ)+(ψ,adA′ψ))+
∑n
k=1(λk ,ψ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Zn (λ′,A′)
.
(50)
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Here we got rid of δ-functions at the cost of introducing odd auxiliary variables λk =
T aλak ∈ g. One can organize them into an odd piecewise-constant function on the
circle λ′ = ∑nk=1 λkθIk which plays the role of a source for the field ψ . The entity
Zn (λ′, A′) that appeared in the integrand can be written in the operator formalism as
Zn (λ
′, A′) = StrCl(g)
←−
n∏
k=1
exp
(
− 1
2
f abcψˆa Abk ψˆc + λak ψˆa
)
. (51)
Then, the partition function of the one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory on the circle
(in the Whitney gauge) is given by the odd Fourier transform of (51):
Zn (ψ
′, A′) = (i)−nm
∫ n∏
k=1
Dλk e−
∑n
k=1 λak ψ˜ak Zn (λ
′, A′). (52)
Remark 14. To be precise with signs, we should introduce an ordering convention for
the Berezin measure in (52). We set
n∏
k=1
Dλk =
−→∏
n
k=1
−→∏
2m
a=1 Dλak .
Theorem 2. For n odd and dim g = 2m even, one has
Zn (ψ
′, A′) = e 1 Sn (ψ ′,A′), (53)
where the right hand side is given by (42) and the left hand side is defined by (51, 52).
We will prove this theorem in Sect. 4.4.2 by constructing a path integral represen-
tation for Zn . But first (see Sects. 3.1.3, 3.1.4) we will perform some direct tests of
formula (53).
Remark 15. Note that we can define the right-hand side of (53) only for n odd while the
definition of left-hand side makes sense for both even and odd n. A simple computation
shows that for n even the partition function Zn (ψ ′, A′) vanishes at ψ ′ = 0, A′ = 0.
This agrees with the observation that for n even the Whitney gauge does not apply (see
Sect. 2).
Remark 16. We chose the normalization for the super-trace in Clifford algebra (49) and
for Zn (52) in a way consistent with the path integral formalism (see (76), (77)).
3.1.3. Consistency check: the effective action on cohomology. 9 The first test of the
correspondence (53) is the case of n = 1. Let us first compute the following expression
in the Clifford algebra with two generators Cl2:
ϕ(ψ˜1, ψ˜2, a)
=(i)−1
∫
Dλ1 Dλ2 e−λ1ψ˜1−λ2ψ˜2 StrCl2 exp
(
−1

ψˆ1aψˆ2 + λ1ψˆ1 + λ2ψˆ2
)
, (54)
9 For the reader’s convenience, we present explicit calculations in the Clifford algebra here and in subsequent
sections; the general reference for the Clifford calculus is [4].
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where a ∈ R is a number. For the exponential under the super-trace we have
exp
(
−1

ψˆ1aψˆ2 + λ1ψˆ1 + λ2ψˆ2
)
=
(
−2

sin(a/2) − sin(a/2)
a/2
λ1λ2
)
ψˆ1ψˆ2
+
sin(a/2)
a/2
(λ1ψˆ1 + λ2ψˆ2)
+
(
cos(a/2)+
1
a
(
cos(a/2)− sin(a/2)
a/2
)
λ1λ2
)
.
(55)
In this expression, only the first term contributes to the super-trace in (54), and we obtain
ϕ(ψ˜1, ψ˜2, a) =
∫
Dλ1 Dλ2 e−λ1ψ˜1−λ2ψ˜2
(
−2

sin(a/2) − sin(a/2)
a/2
λ1λ2
)
= sin(a/2)
a/2
− 2

sin(a/2)ψ˜1ψ˜2 = sin(a/2)
a/2
e−
1

ψ˜1aψ˜2 .
Next let us consider an anti-symmetric block-diagonal matrix with blocks 2 × 2
A =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 a1
−a1 0
0 a2
−a2 0
. . .
0 am
−am 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∈ so(g) ⊂ End(g). (56)
Then, we have
(i)−m
∫ ∏
a
Dλa e−λaψ˜a StrCl(g) exp
(
− 1
2
ψˆaAabψˆb + λaψˆa
)
=
m∏
p=1
ϕ(ψ˜2p−1, ψ˜2p, a p) = det1/2g
(
sinh A2
A
2
)
· e− 12 ψ˜aAabψ˜b . (57)
Since both the left-hand side and the right hand side of (57) are SO(g)-invariant, the
equality actually holds for all anti-symmetric matrices A, and in particular for A = adA0 ,
where A0 ∈ g. Thus, we have shown that
Z1(ψ˜, A0) = det1/2g
(
sinh adA02
adA0
2
)
· e− 12 (ψ˜,adA0 ψ˜).
The right-hand side coincides with (13), so we have checked the correspondence (53)
in the case of n = 1.
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3.1.4. Consistency check: the case of mutually commuting {Ak} and ψ ′ = 0. Now we
would like to perform a direct check of the correspondence (53) at the point ψ ′ = 0 (i.e.
neglecting the tree part of the simplicial action) and assuming that [Ak, Ak′ ] = 0 for all
k, k′ = 1, . . . , n. That is, we will check that
(i)−nm
∫ n∏
k=1
Dλk StrCl(g)
←−
n∏
k=1
exp
(
− 1
2
f abcψˆa Abk ψˆc + λak ψˆa
)
= det1/2g
(
1 +
∏n
k=1 R(adAk )∏n
k=1(1 + R(adAk ))
·
n∏
k=1
sinh adAk2
adAk
2
)
. (58)
We use the idea of Sect. 3.1.3 to reduce (58) to a computation in Cl2. Since all Ak
mutually commute, we can choose an orthonormal basis in g, such that the matrices
adAk simultaneously assume the standard form (56). Then, both sides of (58) factorize
into contributions of 2 × 2 blocks, and it suffices to check the identity
(i)−n
∫ n∏
k=1
(Dλ1k Dλ
2
k) StrCl2
←−
n∏
k=1
exp
(
−1

ψˆ1akψˆ
2 + λ1kψˆ
1 + λ2kψˆ
2
)
= det1/2
(
1 +
∏n
k=1 R(iσ2ak)∏n
k=1(1 + R(iσ2ak))
·
n∏
k=1
sinh iσ2ak2
iσ2ak
2
)
. (59)
Here σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
is the second Pauli matrix, and iσ2ak =
(
0 ak
−ak 0
)
. To evaluate
the left-hand side of (59), we use the result (55) for the Clifford exponential:
l.h.s of (59) = (i)−n StrCl2
←−
n∏
k=1
(
sin(ak/2)
ak/2
ψˆ1ψˆ2 + 
1
ak
(
sin(ak/2)
ak/2
− cos(ak/2)
))
.
An easy way to evaluate this expression is to use the matrix representation Cl2 →
End(C1|1) which maps
ψˆ1 →
(

2
)1/2 (0 1
1 0
)
, ψˆ2 →
(

2
)1/2 ( 0 −i
i 0
)
, StrCl2 → StrEnd(C1|1),
and
StrEnd(C1|1) :
(
α β
γ δ
)
→ α − δ
is the standard super-trace on matrices of the size (1|1)×(1|1). Using this representation,
we obtain
l.h.s of (59)
= i−nStrEnd(C1|1)
n∏
k=1
⎛
⎝
1
ak
(
sin(ak/2)
ak/2 − cos(ak/2)
)
+ i2
sin(ak/2)
ak/2 0
0 1
ak
(
sin(ak/2)
ak/2 − cos(ak/2)
)
− i2 sin(ak/2)ak/2
⎞
⎠
= i−n
n∏
k=1
sin(ak/2)
ak/2
· 2i Im
n∏
k=1
(
i
2
+
1
ak
− 1
2
cot(ak/2)
)
= 2
n∏
k=1
sin(ak/2)
ak/2
· Re
n∏
k=1
1
1 + R(iak)
.
In the last line we used the assumption that n is odd.
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To evaluate the right-hand side of (59), first observe that the matrix
1 +
∏n
k=1 R(iσ2ak)∏n
k=1(1 + R(iσ2ak))
= 1∏n
k=1(1 + R(iσ2ak))
+
1∏n
k=1(1 + R(−iσ2ak))
is constructed from matrices iσ2ak =
(
0 ak
−ak 0
)
and is therefore of form
(
α β
−β α
)
(i.e. belongs to SpanR(1, iσ2)), and that it is symmetric. Hence, it is actually a multiple
of the identity matrix
(
α 0
0 α
)
, and the determinant may be expressed as
det1/2
(
1 +
∏n
k=1 R(iσ2ak)∏n
k=1(1 + R(iσ2ak))
)
= 1
2
tr
(
1 +
∏n
k=1 R(iσ2ak)∏n
k=1(1 + R(iσ2ak))
)
=
n∏
k=1
1
1 + R(iak)
+
n∏
k=1
1
1 + R(−iak)
= 2 Re
n∏
k=1
1
1 + R(iak)
.
Now it is obvious that (59) is verified, and this implies (58).
3.2. One-dimensional Chern-Simons with boundary.
3.2.1. One-dimensional simplicial Chern-Simons in the operator formalism. Concatena-
tions. There is a natural construction of the one-dimensional simplicial Chern-Simons
theory in the operator formalism: to a one-dimensional oriented simplicial complex 
(a collection of i() triangulated intervals and c() circles) it associates a partition
function
Z ∈ Fun(g ⊗ C1() ⊕ g ⊗ C1()︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fbulk
) ⊗ Cl(g)⊗i(), (60)
where we think of variables Ak ∈ g as coordinates on g-valued simplicial 1-cochains
of  with parity shifted, and we think of variables ψ˜k ∈ g as coordinates on g-valued
simplicial 1-chains of . The partition function Z is defined by the following proper-
ties:
• For a single interval with a standard triangulation, we have
ZI = (i)−m
∫ 2m∏
a=1
Dλa e−λaψ˜a exp
(
− 1
2
f abcψˆa Abψˆc + λaψˆa
)
. (61)
• For a disjoint union of 1 and 2,
Z1unionsq2 = Z1 ⊗ Z2 .
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• For a concatenation 1 ∪ 2 with intersection 1 ∩ 2 = p being a single point
embedded as a boundary point of positive orientation p1 ∈ 1 belonging to the i th
triangulated interval of 1, and embedded as a boundary point of negative orientation
p2 ∈ 2 belonging to the j th triangulated interval of 2, we have:
Z1∪2 = m(Z2 ⊗ Z1). (62)
Here m : Cl(g) ⊗ Cl(g) → Cl(g) is the Clifford algebra multiplication, and m in
(62) acts on Clifford algebras associated to the j th triangulated interval of 2 and the
i th triangulated interval of 1.
• If the simplicial complex ′ is obtained from  by closing the i th triangulated interval
into a circle, we have:
Z′ = StrCl(g)Z, (63)
where the super-trace is taken over the Clifford algebra associated to the i th interval
of .
Obviously, this construction gives (52) for a triangulated circle  = n , and due to
the correspondence (53) it is consistent with the results of Sect. 2.
Remark 17. We may regard ZI as a contribution of an open interval. Then, the concat-
enation (62) is understood as taking a disjoint union of open triangulated intervals and
then gluing them together at the point p. Likewise, (63) is understood as gluing together
two end-points of the same interval. Thus, a contribution of point is either the (1, 2)-
tensor10 m on the Clifford algebra or the (0,1)-tensor StrCl(g), depending on whether we
are gluing together two different or the same connected component.
Remark 18. Once we come to a description of the one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory
in terms of Atiyah-Segal Axioms and specify the vector space associated to a point (the
space of states), properties (62) and (63) become a single sewing axiom (see Sect. 4.2
below).
3.2.2. Simplicial aggregations. Let ′ be the interval [p1, p3] with the standard trian-
gulation, and let  be the subdivision of ′ with three 0-simplices p1, p2, p3 and two
1-simplices [p1, p2], [p2, p3]. The aggregation morphism r ξ acts on simplicial chains as
r
ξ
C• : C•() → C•(′)
αp1 e
p1 + αp2 e
p2 + αp3 e
p3 + αp1p2 e
p1p2 + αp2p3 e
p2p3
→ (αp1 +(1 − ξ)αp2)e′p1 +(αp3 +ξαp2)e′p3 + (ξαp1p2 +(1 − ξ)αp2p3)e′p1p3 ,
and on simplicial cochains as
r
ξ
C• : C•() → C•(′)
αp1 ep1 + α
p2 ep2 + α
p3 ep3 + α
p1p2 ep1p2 + α
p2p3 ep2p3
→ αp1 e′p1 + αp3 e′p3 + (αp1p2 + αp2p3)e′p1p3 .
Here 0 < ξ < 1 is a parameter determining the relative weight of intervals [p1, p2] and
[p2, p3] inside [p1, p3] (the symmetric choice corresponds to ξ = 1/2). Basis chains
10 We mean the rank of the tensor: one time covariant, two times contravariant.
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and cochains corresponding a simplex σ are denoted by eσ and eσ , respectively. We use
primes to distinguish the basis of C•(′), C•(′) ; α..., α... are numerical coefficients.
One can also introduce the subdivision morphism which is dual to the aggregation
morphism:
iξC• = (r
ξ
C•)
∗ : C•(′) → C•(), iξC• = (r ξC•)∗ : C•(′) → C•().
More explicitly,
iξC• : α′p1 e′p1 + α′p3 e′p3 + α′p1p3 e′p1p3 → α′p1 ep1 + α′p3 ep3 + α′p1p3(ep1p2 + ep2p3),
iξC• : α′p1 e′p1 + α′p3 e′p3 + α′p1p3 e′p1p3
→ α′p1 ep1 +((1 − ξ)α′p1 + ξα′p3)ep2 +α′p3 ep3 + α′p1p3(ξep1p2 +(1 − ξ)ep2p3).
Aggregation and subdivision morphisms are chain maps. Moreover, they are quasi-
isomorphisms.
These maps induce an embedding iξ
,′ : Fbulk′ ↪→ Fbulk and projection r ξ,′ :
Fbulk → Fbulk′ for the spaces of “bulk fields”,
Fbulk = g ⊗ C1() ⊕ g ⊗ C1(), Fbulk′ = g ⊗ C1(′) ⊕ g ⊗ C1(′).
That is, we have a splitting
Fbulk = iξ,′(Fbulk′ ) ⊕ F ′′bulk,ξ,′ . (64)
In more detail, we split the bulk fields as
ψ˜1 = ψ˜ ′ + (1 − ξ)ψ˜ ′′, ψ˜2 = ψ˜ ′ − ξψ˜ ′′, A1 = ξ A′ − A′′, A2 = (1 − ξ)A′ + A′′.
The maps iξ
,′ and r
ξ
,′ are dual to each other with respect to the odd pairing on Fbulk
and Fbulk
′ (thus, (64) is an orthogonal decomposition). We denote by Lξ,′ ⊂ F ′′bulk,ξ,′
the Lagrangian subspace defined by setting to zero the 1-cochain part of the ultraviolet
field A′′.
We define the action of the aggregation map  → ′ on the partition function of the
one-dimensional simplicial Chern-Simons theory by the fiber BV integral associated to
the splitting (64):
(r
ξ
,′)∗(Z) =
∫
Lξ
,′
Z ∈ Fun(Fbulk′ ) ⊗ Cl(g). (65)
It is easy to give a direct check of the following statement.
Lemma 3.
(r
ξ
,′)∗(Z) = Z′ (66)
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Proof. Indeed, by definition (65) we have
(r
ξ
,′)∗(Z)
= (i)m
∫ ←−2m∏
a=1
Dψ˜ ′′a Z[p2,p3]
(
ψ˜ ′ − ξψ˜ ′′, (1 − ξ)A′
)
·Z[p1,p2]
(
ψ˜ ′ + (1 − ξ)ψ˜ ′′, ξ A′
)
= (i)−m
∫ ←−2m∏
a=1
Dψ˜ ′′a
−→
2m∏
a=1
Dλa2
−→
2m∏
a=1
Dλa1 e
−λa1(ψ˜ ′a+(1−ξ)ψ˜ ′′a)−λa2(ψ˜ ′a−ξψ˜ ′′a) ·
· exp
(
−1 − ξ
2
f abcψˆa A′bψˆc + λa2ψˆa
)
· exp
(
− ξ
2
f abcψˆa A′bψˆc + λa1ψˆa
)
.
Here we made a change of coordinates (λ1, λ2) → (λ = λ1 +λ2, ν = (1− ξ)λ1 − ξλ2).
The integral over ψ˜ ′′ produces the delta-function δ(ν); by integrating over ν we obtain
(r
ξ
,′)∗(Z) = (i)−m
∫ −→2m∏
a=1
Dλa e−λa ψ˜ ′a ·
· exp
(
−1 − ξ
2
f abcψˆa A′bψˆc + (1 − ξ)λaψˆa
)
· exp
(
− ξ
2
f abcψˆa A′bψˆc + ξλaψˆa
)
= (i)−m
∫ −→2m∏
a=1
Dλa e−λa ψ˜ ′a
· exp
(
− 1
2
f abcψˆa A′bψˆc + λaψˆa
)
= Z′ .
unionsq
Remark 19. We normalize the measure on Lξ
,′ in such a way that relation (66) holds
with no additional factors.
Up to now, we only discussed the elementary aggregation which takes an interval
subdivided into two smaller intervals and into an interval with the standard triangula-
tion (that is, one removes the middle point p2 and merges intervals [p1, p2] and [p2, p3]).
A general simplicial aggregation for a one-dimensional simplicial complex is a sequence
of elementary aggregations made at each step on an incident pair of intervals. In par-
ticular, there are many simplicial aggregations for triangulated circles: n → n′ with
n > n′.
The following is an immediate consequence of (66):
Proposition 2. For a general simplicial aggregation
r = r ξl
l−1,′ ◦ · · · ◦ r
ξ2
1,2
◦ r ξ1,1 :  → ′
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(where is an arbitrary one-dimensional simplicial complex and′ is some aggregation
of ), one has
r∗(Z) = Z′ . (67)
The compatibility with aggregations is an important property expected from a sim-
plicial theory. In particular, (53) implies that the simplicial action for a circle Sn given
by (42) is compatible with simplicial aggregations n → n′ for n, n′ odd.
3.2.3. Quantum master equation.
Lemma 4. 11 The partition function for an interval (61) satisfies the following differen-
tial equation:

∂
∂ψ˜a
∂
∂ Aa
ZI +
1

[
1
6
f abcψˆaψˆbψˆc, ZI
]
Cl(g)
= 0, (68)
where [, ]Cl(g) denotes the super-commutator on Cl(g).
Proof. We will check (68) using variables (λ, A). We have,
(
 λa
∂
∂ Aa
+
1

[
1
6
f abcψˆaψˆbψˆc, •
]
Cl(g)
)
exp
(
− 1
2
f abcψˆa Abψˆc + λaψˆa
)
= 0.
(69)
After the Fourier transform from the variable λ to the variable ψ˜ , this expression becomes
(68)). Observe that
 λa
∂
∂ Aa
exp
(
− 1
2
f abcψˆa Abψˆc + λaψˆa
)
=
∫ 1
0
dτ eτ
(
− 12 f abcψˆa Abψˆc+λaψˆa
)
· 1
2
f abcψˆaλbψˆc · e(1−τ)
(
− 12 f abcψˆa Abψˆc+λaψˆa
)
.
(70)
Next, compute commutators in the Clifford algebra,
[
1
6
f abcψˆaψˆbψˆc, λa′ψˆa′
]
Cl(g)
= −
2
f abcψˆaλbψˆc, (71)
and[
1
6
f abcψˆaψˆbψˆc, 1
2
f a′b′c′ψˆa′ Ab′ψˆc′
]
Cl(g)
= 1
12
f abc f a′b′c′ Ab′([ψˆaψˆbψˆc, ψˆa′ ]ψˆc′ − ψˆa′ [ψˆaψˆbψˆc, ψˆc′ ])
= 
4
f abc f a′b′c′ Ab′(δca′ψˆaψˆbψˆc′ − δcc′ψˆa′ψˆaψˆb)
= 
4
f abc f cb′c′ Ab′(ψˆaψˆbψˆc′ + ψˆc′ψˆaψˆb)
11 In a different setting Eq. (68) appeared in [2].
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= 
6
f abc f cb′c′ Ab′(ψˆaψˆbψˆc′ + ψˆc′ψˆaψˆb + ψˆbψˆc′ψˆa)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 by Jacobi identity
+

12
f abc f cb′c′ Ab′(ψˆaψˆbψˆc′ + ψˆc′ψˆaψˆb − 2ψˆbψˆc′ψˆa)
= 
24
f abc f cb′c′ Ab′((ψˆaψˆbψˆc′ + ψˆc′ψˆaψˆb − 2ψˆbψˆc′ψˆa)
−(ψˆbψˆaψˆc′ + ψˆc′ψˆbψˆa − 2ψˆaψˆc′ψˆb))
= 
24
f abc f cb′c′ Ab′(ψˆa[ψˆb, ψˆc′ ] + [ψˆc′, ψˆa]ψˆb − ψˆb[ψˆc′, ψˆa] − [ψˆb, ψˆc′ ]ψˆa)
= 0. (72)
For brevity, we are omitting the subscript in [, ]Cl(g) in computations. Identities (71,72)
imply
1

[
1
6
f abcψˆaψˆbψˆc, exp
(
− 1
2
f abcψˆa Abψˆc + λaψˆa
)]
Cl(g)
=−
∫ 1
0
dτ eτ
(
− 12 f abcψˆa Abψˆc+λaψˆa
)
· 1
2
f abcψˆaλbψˆc · e(1−τ)
(
− 12 f abcψˆa Abψˆc+λaψˆa
)
.
Together with (70), this implies (69) which finishes the proof of (68). unionsq
Let us denote12 by
θˆ := 1
6
f abcψˆaψˆbψˆc
the Clifford element in (68).
Theorem 3. The partition function for any one-dimensional simplicial complex  sat-
isfies the differential equation
(bulk +
1

δ)Z = 0, (73)
where
bulk =
∑
k
∂
∂ψ˜ak
∂
∂ Aak
(the sum goes over all 1-simplices of ), and
δ =
i()∑
j=1
[
θˆ ( j), •
]
Cl(g)
.
Here the sum goes over connected components of  that are triangulated intervals;
θˆ ( j) denotes θˆ as an element of the j th copy of Cl(g).
12 The notation stems from the fact that this is a quantization of the Maurer-Cartan element θ ∈ Fun(g) (4).
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Proof. Equation (73) follows from (68). The compatibility with disjoint unions is
obvious as bulk1unionsq2 = bulk1 + bulk2 , and δ1unionsq2 = δ1 + δ2 . For concatenations,
it suffices to check the case of two triangulated intervals 1 and 2:
(bulk1∪2 +
−1δ1∪2)Z1∪2 =
(
bulk1 + 
bulk
2 + 
−1 [θˆ , •]
Cl(g)
)
◦ (Z2 · Z1)
= Z2 ·
((
bulk1 + 
−1 [θˆ , •]
Cl(g)
)
◦ Z1
)
+
((
bulk2 + 
−1 [θˆ , •]
Cl(g)
)
◦ Z2
)
· Z1
= 0.
The compatibility with closure of a triangulated interval into a triangulated circle follows
from StrCl(g)[θˆ , Z]Cl(g) = 0. unionsq
Remark 20. We understand (73) as a kind of quantum master equation with the boundary
term δZ. It is tempting to think of the operator bulk + δ appearing in (73) as a new
BV Laplacian adjusted for the presence of the boundary.
Corollary 1. In the case of a triangulated circle  = n, the partition function satisfies
the usual (non-modified) quantum master equation
n Zn = 0.
4. Back to Path Integral
Sections 4.1 and 4.4 mostly go along the lines of the standard derivation of the path
integral representation for quantum mechanics, see [9].
4.1. Representation of Cl(g), complex polarization of g. The Clifford algebra Cl(g)
admits a representation ρ on the space of polynomials of m odd variables Fun(C0|m) ∼=
C[η1, . . . , ηm]. This representation is defined on generators of Cl(g) as
ρ : ψˆa →
⎧⎨
⎩
1√
2
(
ηp +  ∂
∂ηp
)
if a = 2p − 1,
i√
2
(
ηp −  ∂
∂ηp
)
if a = 2p.
(74)
In fact, ρ : Cl(g) → End(Fun(C0|m)) ∼= End(C2m−1|2m−1) is an isomorphism of super-
algebras. There is a natural identification
φ : End(Fun(C0|m)) ∼−→ Fun(C0|m ⊕ C0|m) ∼= C[η1, . . . , ηm, η¯1, . . . , η¯m].
This is not an algebra morphism with respect to the standard algebra structure on poly-
nomials. Instead, it takes the product of endomorphisms into the convolution; see [3,9]).
We are interested in the composition 	 = φ ◦ ρ : Cl(g) → Fun(C0|m ⊕ C0|m) which
maps
	 :
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
1ˆ → e 1
∑
q η
q η¯q
ψˆ2p−1 → 1√
2
(ηp + η¯p)e
1

∑
q η
q η¯q
ψˆ2p → i√
2
(ηp − η¯p)e 1
∑
q η
q η¯q
(75)
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and sends the product in Cl(g) into the convolution
	(αˆ · βˆ)(η2, η¯1)
= m
∫ ∏
p
(Dηp1 Dη¯
p
2 ) 	(αˆ)(η2, η¯2) · e
1

∑
q η¯
q
2 η
q
1 · 	(βˆ)(η1, η¯1). (76)
Formula (76) is a key point in reconstructing the path integral from the operator
formalism. Another useful identity is as follows:
StrCl(g)(αˆ) = m
∫ ∏
p
(Dηp Dη¯p) e
1

∑
q η¯
qηq · 	(αˆ)(η, η¯). (77)
More generally, a representation of type (74) is associated to a choice of a linear
complex structure J on g compatible with the pairing:
J : g → g, J 2 = −idg, (Ja, b) = −(a, Jb) for a, b ∈ g.
It induces the splitting of the complexified Lie algebra gC = C ⊗ g into “holomorphic”
and “anti-holomorphic” subspaces:
gC = h ⊕ h¯, (78)
where J acts on h, h¯ by multiplication by +i and −i , respectively. (Note that h and h¯
are complex subspaces of gC with respect to the standard complex structure; bar in h¯
does not mean conjugation.) The subspaces h are h¯ are Lagrangian with respect to the
pairing (, ). The complex Lagrangian polarization (78) induces a polarization for the
parity-reversed Lie algebra
g = h ⊕ h¯. (79)
We denote coordinates on h by η1, . . . , ηm and coordinates on h¯ by η¯1, . . . , η¯m . The
representation ρ : Cl(g) = ̂Fun(g) → End(Fun(h)) sends quantized holomorphic
coordinates to multiplication operators and quantized anti-holomorphic coordinates to
partial derivatives:
ρ :
{
ηˆp → ηp· ,
ˆ¯ηp →  ∂
∂ηp .
Morphism (75) from Cl(g) to the convolution algebra Fun(h ⊕ h¯) is given on
generators by
	 :
{
ηˆp → ηpe 1
∑
q η
q η¯q
,
ˆ¯ηp → η¯pe 1
∑
q η
q η¯q
,
and it extends to the other elements of Cl(g) by the convolution formula (76).
We will use notation π, π¯ for projections from g to h and h¯, respectively. We
denote by ι, ι¯ embeddings of h and h¯ into g.
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4.2. One-dimensional Chern-Simons in terms of Atiyah-Segal’s axioms. To a point with
positive orientation we associate the vector super-space (the space of states)
Hpt+ = Fun(h) ∼= C[η1, . . . , ηm], (80)
and to a point with negative orientation – the dual space
Hpt− = (Hpt+)∗ = Fun(h¯) ∼= C[η¯1, . . . , η¯m].
To an interval I = [p1, p2] we associate the partition function
ZρI := ρ(ZI) ∈ Fun(g ⊕ g) ⊗ Hp+2 ⊗ Hp−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼=End(Hpt+ )
given by formula (61) in representation ρ (see Eq. (74)). In general, to a one-dimensional
simplicial complex  we associate the partition function (60) of Sect. 3.2.1 taken in rep-
resentation ρ:
Zρ := ρ⊗i() ◦ Z ∈ Fun(Fbulk ) ⊗ (Hpt+ ⊗ Hpt−)⊗i().
The one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory features three types of operations:
• To a disjoint union 1 unionsq 2 corresponds the tensor product for partition functions.
• To a sewing of boundary points p−1 and p+2 in a simplicial complex  corresponds the
convolution of spaces of states Hp+2 and Hp−1 .• To a simplicial aggregation r :  → ′ corresponds a fiber BV integral r∗ which
reduces the space of bulk fields from Fbulk to Fbulk′ .
In addition, Hpt+ is equipped with an odd third-order differential operator
δρ = ρ(θˆ) : Hpt+ → Hpt+ , (81)
and Hpt− is equipped with minus its dual −(δρ)∗ : Hpt− → Hpt− . The partition
function Zρ satisfies the quantum master equation
(bulk + 
−1δρ)Z
ρ
 = 0, (82)
where the “boundary BV operator” δρ is the sum over boundary points of  of operators
δρ or −(δρ)∗ acting on the corresponding Hpt (depending on whether the orientation
of pt is positive or negative).
Remark 21. δρ is “almost” a coboundary operator: its square is proportional to identity:
(δρ)2 = −
3
48
f abc f abc · idHpt+ (83)
(see [12]). This implies that the boundary BV operator for an interval
δ
ρ
I = δρ ⊗ idHpt− − idHpt+ ⊗ (δρ)∗ : Hpt+ ⊗ Hpt−︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼=End(Hpt+ )
→ Hpt+ ⊗ Hpt−︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼=End(Hpt+ )
squares to zero
(δ
ρ
I)
2 = 0
Cases when δρ squares to zero (i.e. when f abc f abc = 0) are quite interesting as then
the reduced space of states for a point Hredpt+ emerges (see Remarks 25, 34, 35 below).
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Remark 22. The space of states Hpt+ can be viewed as a geometric quantization of
the classical phase super-space g (viewed as an odd Kähler manifold). The operator
δρ is the quantization of the Maurer-Cartan element θ (4); the operator −1δρI is the
quantization of the Hamiltonian vector field {θ, •} on g.
Remark 23. Topological quantum mechanics (TQM) in the sense of A. Losev [13]
assigns to an interval a manifold Geom (the “space of geometric data”) and to a point
— a vector superspace H endowed with an odd coboundary operator Q. The evolution
operator U for an interval is a differential form on Geom with values in End(H) and
has to satisfy the “homotopy topologicity” equation
(d + adQ) U = 0, (84)
where d is the de Rham operator on Geom. A standard class of examples of TQMs
comes from choosing Geom = R>0 (with coordinate t > 0) and setting
U (t, dt) = e[Q,G] t+dt G = e(d+adQ)◦(tG), (85)
where G is an odd operator on H. For instance, for the Hodge TQM [13] on a Riemannian
manifold M , one sets H = 
•(M), Q = dM and G = d∗M — the Hodge operator on
forms on M . For the Morse TQM [10,18], one takes the same H and Q, but now G = ιv
is the substitution of the gradient vector field. The one-dimensional Chern-Simons the-
ory on an interval can be viewed as a TQM: here Geom = g (with coordinates Aa),
H = Fun(h), Q = −1δρ . The odd Fourier transform in variable ψ˜ of the partition
function for an interval (61) is
U (A, λ) = ρ
(
e−
1
2 f abcψˆa Abψˆc+λaψˆa
)
= e(d+−1adδρ )◦−1ρ
(
Aaψˆa
)
, (86)
where d =  λa ∂
∂ Aa is the de Rham operator on Geom. Note that the expression (86) is
similar to (85) where we make a substitution tG → −1ρ(Aaψˆa). The quantum master
equation (68) is equivalent to
(d + −1adδρ ) U (A, λ) = 0, (87)
which is exactly the “homotopy topologicity” equation (84). The peculiarity of the one-
dimensional Chern-Simons theory viewed as a TQM is that δρ is not necessarily a
coboundary operator on H.
4.3. Integrating out the bulk fields. In Sect. 3.2.2, we discussed simplicial aggrega-
tions which reduce the space of bulk fields of the 1-dimensional Chern-Simons theory
Fbulk → Fbulk′ according to combinatorial moves applied to the triangulation  → ′.
It is interesting to consider the “ultimate aggregation” — integrating out the bulk fields
completely. This procedure should yield the partition function in the sense of Atiyah-
Segal (i.e. without bulk fields). We will denote it by Z◦.
For an interval, we have
(i)m
∫
Dψ˜ ZI(ψ˜, A) = e− 12 f abcψˆa Abψˆc . (88)
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We view (88) as a BV integral over the Lagrangian subspace
LA = {ψ˜ + A| ψ˜ is free, A fixed} ⊂ FbulkI . (89)
This subspace depends on the value of A, and integral (88) also depends on A. However,
this dependence is ad
θˆ
-exact:
e−
1
2 f abcψˆa(A+δA)bψˆc − e− 12 f abcψˆa Abψˆc
= 1

[θˆ , e− 12 f abcψˆa Abψˆc+ 1 δAa ψˆa ]Cl(g) + O((δA)2) (90)
(this can be checked analogously to the proof of Lemma 4). Therefore, we should under-
stand the partition function Z◦I as an element of cohomology of the operator adθˆ (the
fact that (88) is ad
θˆ
-closed is an immediate consequence of the quantum master equa-
tion (68)). More exactly, Z◦I is the class of Clifford unit 1ˆ in adθˆ -cohomology:
Z◦I = [1ˆ] ∈ Hadθˆ (Cl(g)). (91)
Equivalently, in terms of representation ρ, we have
ρ(Z◦I) = [idHpt+ ] ∈ HδρI (End(Hpt+)). (92)
Remark 24. If the contraction of structure constants f abc f abc for g is nonzero, the coho-
mology class (91), (92) vanishes since
1ˆ = − 24
−3
f abc f abc adθˆ θˆ .
In fact, the whole cohomology group Had
θˆ
∼= HδρI vanishes since every adθˆ -cocycle
αˆ ∈ Cl(g) is automatically exact:
αˆ = − 24
−3
f abc f abc adθˆ (θˆ · αˆ).
Remark 25. If f abc f abc = 0, we can define the reduced space of states for a point as
the δρ-cohomology:
Hredpt+ := Hδρ (Hpt+), Hredpt− := H−(δρ)∗(Hpt−) = (Hredpt+)∗.
By the Künneth formula, we have
HδρI (End(Hpt+)) ∼= H
red
pt+ ⊗ Hredpt− . (93)
The partition function (92) is then represented by the identity operator
ρ(Z◦I) : Hredpt+
id−→ Hredpt+ .
For a circle, we can obtain the partition function Z◦S1 (which is just a number) either
as a Clifford super-trace of (88) or as a BV integral of the effective action (13) over the
Lagrangian subspace (89). Either way, we have
Z◦S1 = 0, (94)
due to non-saturation of fermionic modes either in the Clifford super-trace or in the
Berezin integral over ψ˜ .
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4.4. From operator formalism to path integral.
4.4.1. Abelian one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory. The one-dimensional abelian
Chern-Simons theory associates to an interval I the unit of Cl(g) (here g can be viewed
as a Euclidean vector space; the Lie algebra structure is irrelevant). The path integral
arises upon applying the map (75) to this trivial partition function:
	(1ˆ)(ηout , η¯in) = 	(1ˆ · 1ˆ · · · 1ˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
)(ηout , η¯in)
=
∫ (N−1∏
k=1

m Dηk Dη¯k+1
)
·
· exp 1

(〈ηout , η¯N 〉 + 〈η¯N , ηN−1〉 + 〈ηN−1, η¯N−1〉
+ · · · + 〈η2, η¯2〉 + 〈η¯2, η1〉 + 〈η1, η¯in〉)
=
∫ (N−1∏
k=1

m Dηk Dη¯k+1
)
· exp 1

(
〈η1, η¯in〉 +
N∑
k=2
〈ηk − ηk−1, η¯k〉
)
.
(95)
For convenience, we set η¯1 := η¯in, ηN := ηout and introduced a notation
〈η, η¯〉 :=
∑
q
ηq η¯q .
In the exponential of (95), N terms of type 〈ηk, η¯k〉 correspond to Clifford units, and
N −1 terms of type 〈η¯k+1, ηk〉 correspond to convolutions kernels as in (76); the symbol
Dηk Dη¯k+1 is defined as
∏
p(Dη
p
k Dη¯
p
k+1). Expression (95) corresponds to triangulating
an interval by N smaller intervals; the terms in the exponential correspond to 0- and
1-simplices of this triangulation. In the limit N → ∞, one formally writes (95) as a
path integral over paths η(τ), η¯(τ ) with η at the right end-point and η¯ at left end-point
of I fixed by the boundary conditions.
Lemma 5.
	(1ˆ)(ηout , η¯in) =
∫
η¯(0)=η¯in , η(1)=ηout
DηDη¯ · exp 1

(
〈η(0), η¯(0)〉 +
∫
I
〈dη, η¯〉
)
.
(96)
A perturbative computation of the path integral (96) is trivial: the integral is given by
the contribution of the critical point
η(τ) = ηout , η¯(τ ) = η¯in for all τ ∈ [0, 1]
and yields
	(1ˆ)(ηout , η¯in) = e 1 〈ηout ,η¯in〉.
It is instructive to write the integral (96) in terms of the field ψ instead of fields η, η¯.
For simplicity, we first choose a complex polarization (as in (74))
{
ψ2p−1 = 1√
2
(ηp + η¯p)
ψ2p = i√
2
(ηp − η¯p) ⇔
{
ηp = 1√
2
(ψ2p−1 − iψ2p)
η¯p = 1√
2
(ψ2p−1 + iψ2p)
(97)
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(this corresponds to the complex structure J on g which assigns ψ2p−1 as “real”
coordinates and ψ2p as “imaginary” coordinates on g). We have,
∑
p
η
p
k η¯
p
k =
∑
p
iψ2p−1k ψ
2p
k ,
∑
p
η¯
p
k+1η
p
k =
∑
p
ψ
2p−1
k+1 ψ
2p−1
k + ψ
2p
k+1ψ
2p
k
2
−
∑
p
i
ψ
2p−1
k+1 ψ
2p
k − ψ2pk+1ψ2p−1k
2
.
Substituting these expressions into the integral representation (95) for 	(1), we obtain
	(1ˆ)(ηout , η¯in) =
∫ (

m/2 Dη1
)(N−1∏
k=2
(i)m Dψk
)(

m/2 Dη¯N
)
· exp 1

(N−1∑
k=1
1
2
(ψk+1, ψk) +
∑
p
N−1∑
k=1
i
2
(ψ
2p−1
k+1 − ψ2p−1k )(ψ2pk+1 − ψ2pk )
+
∑
p
i
2
ψ
2p−1
1 ψ
2p
1 +
∑
p
i
2
ψ
2p−1
N ψ
2p
N
)
. (98)
Here Dψk := ←−∏a Dψak is the Berezin measure on g; the variable ψ1 is constructed by
formulae (97) from the integration variable η1 and the boundary value η¯1 := η¯in , and
ψN is constructed from the integration variable η¯N and the boundary value ηN := ηout .
Remark 26. We think of the integral (95) as corresponding to cutting the interval
I = [pin, pout ] into N intervals [pin, p2] ∪ [p2, p3] ∪ · · · ∪ [pN , pout ]. Integration vari-
ables ηk, η¯k+1 are associated to the point pk+1 (more specifically, to the right end of
the interval [pk, pk+1] and to the left end of the interval [pk+1, pk+2], respectively); the
boundary value η¯in corresponds to the point pin , the boundary value ηout — to the point
pout . However, variables ψk are linear combinations of ηk and η¯k . Thus, they are not
associated to any single point, but rather to a pair of neighboring points (pk, pk+1).
Again, we formally write the limit N → ∞ of the integral (98) as a path integral over
paths ψ : I → g with a fixed anti-holomorphic projection of ψ at the right end-point
of the interval and a fixed holomorphic projection at the left end-point:
Lemma 6. The path integral expression for the partition function of the abelian Chern-
Simons theory on an interval is given by
	(1ˆ)(ηout , η¯in) =
∫
π¯(ψ(0))=η¯in , π(ψ(1))=ηout
Dψ
· exp 1

(∑
p
i
2
ψ2p−1(0)ψ2p(0) +
∫
I
1
2
(ψ, dψ)
+
∑
p
i
2
ψ2p−1(1)ψ2p(1)
)
. (99)
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The exact meaning of the conditional measure on paths in (99) is the formal N → ∞
limit of the measure in (98). The second term in the exponential in (98) does not con-
tribute to the limit N → ∞: once we assume that ψk are values of a differentiable path
ψ(τ) at times τ = k/N , the contribution of this term becomes of order O(1/N ).
For a general complex structure J on g, path integral (99) becomes
	(1ˆ)(ηout , η¯in) =
∫
π¯(ψ(0))=η¯in , π(ψ(1))=ηout
Dψ
· exp 1

(
i
4
(ψ(0), Jψ(0)) +
∫
I
1
2
(ψ, dψ) +
i
4
(ψ(1), Jψ(1))
)
.
4.4.2. Path integral for the non-abelian one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory in the
cyclic Whitney gauge. End of proof of Theorem 2. To obtain a path integral representa-
tion for the partition function of the one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory on an interval
(61) we use the same strategy as in Sect. 4.4.1: we cut the interval into N smaller inter-
vals and then apply the map 	 (75). The new point here is that for small intervals we
have to use the “heat kernel” approximation which gives an exact result only in the limit
N → ∞.
Applying 	 to ZI (61), we have
	(ZI)(ηout , η¯in) =
∫
(i)−m Dλ · e−(λ,ψ˜)
·	
(
exp
(
− 1
2
(ψˆ, [A, ψˆ]) + (λ, ψˆ)
))
ηout , η¯in)
=
∫
(i)−m Dλ · e−(λ,ψ˜)
·	
((
exp
(
− 1
2N
(ψˆ, [A, ψˆ]) + 1
N
(λ, ψˆ)
))N)
(ηout , η¯in)
=
∫
(i)−m Dλ · e−(λ,ψ˜)
∫ (N−1∏
k=1

m Dηk Dη¯k+1
)
·	
(
exp
(
− 1
2N
(ψˆ, [A, ψˆ])+ 1
N
(λ, ψˆ)
))
(ηout , η¯N ) · e 1 〈η¯N ,ηN−1〉
· · · e 1 〈η¯2,η1〉 · 	
(
exp
(
− 1
2N
(ψˆ, [A, ψˆ])+ 1
N
(λ, ψˆ)
))
(η1, η¯in).
(100)
Next, we need to evaluate the partition function for a small interval in the limit N → ∞:
	
(
exp
(
− 1
2N
(ψˆ, [A, ψˆ]) + 1
N
(λ, ψˆ)
))
(η, η¯)
= 	
(
1ˆ − 1
2N
(ψˆ, [A, ψˆ]) + 1
N
(λ, ψˆ) + O
(
1
N 2
))
(η, η¯)
= e 1 〈η,η¯〉
(
1 − 1
2N
(ψ, [A, ψ]) + 1
N
(λ, ψ) +
i
4N
tr (J · adA) + O
(
1
N 2
))
.
(101)
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Here ψ is a linear combination of η, η¯, prescribed by the choice of a complex structure
J (e.g. (97)); the term with a trace appeared due to the following identity:
	(ψˆaψˆb)(η, η¯) = e 1 〈η,η¯〉
(
ψaψb +

2
δab +
i
2
J ab
)
.
Here the third term generates the trace term in (101). Substituting the “heat kernel”
asymptotics (101) into (100), we get
	(ZI)(ηout , η¯in)
=
∫ (N−1∏
k=1

m Dηk Dη¯k+1
)∫
(i)−m Dλ · e(λ, 1N
∑N
k=1 ψk−ψ˜)
·e i4 tr(J ·adA) · e 1 (〈ηout ,η¯N 〉+〈η¯N ,ηN−1〉···+〈η¯2,η1〉+〈η1,η¯in〉)
·e− 12N
∑N
k=1(ψk ,[A,ψk ]) + O
(
1
N
)
. (102)
Taking the limit N → ∞, we obtain the following.
Proposition 3. The Chern-Simons partition function for an interval is given by the path
integral:
	(ZI)(ηout , η¯in) = e i4 tr(J ·adA)
∫
π¯(ψ(0))=η¯in , π(ψ(1))=ηout ,
∫
I dτψ(τ)=ψ˜
Dψ
· exp 1

(∫
I
1
2
(ψ, (d + dτ · adA)ψ)
+
i
4
(ψ(0), Jψ(0)) +
i
4
(ψ(1), Jψ(1))
)
. (103)
The conditional measure on paths ψ(τ) with a fixed holomorphic projection at τ = 1,
a fixed anti-holomorphic projection at τ = 0 and with a fixed integral over τ in (103) is
the N → ∞ limit of the measure in (102).
Applying the concatenation formulae (76), (77) to (103), we obtain a path integral
representation of the Chern-Simons partition function for one-dimensional simplicial
complexes:
Corollary 2. For a triangulated interval  = [pin, p2] ∪ [p2, p3] ∪ · · · ∪ [pn, pout ] we
have
	(Z)(ηout , η¯in) = e
∑n
k=1 i4 tr(J ·adAk )
∫
π¯(ψ(pin))=η¯in , π(ψ(pout ))=ηout ,
∫ pk+1
pk dτψ(τ)=ψ˜k
Dψ
· exp 1

(∫
I
1
2
(ψ, (d + dτ · adA)ψ) + i4 (ψ(pin), Jψ(pin))
+
i
4
(ψ(pout ), Jψ(pout ))
)
. (104)
For a triangulated circle n = [p1, p2] ∪ · · · ∪ [pn−1, pn] ∪ [pn, p1], we obtain:
Zn = e
∑n
k=1 i4 tr(J ·adAk )
∫
∫ pk+1
pk dτψ(τ)=ψ˜k
Dψ · e 12
∫
I (ψ,(d+dτ ·adA)ψ). (105)
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Remark 27. Expression (105) returns us to the “naïve” path-integral (37) for the
simplicial Chern-Simons on a circle, up to a somewhat puzzling factor e
∑
k
i
4 tr(J ·adAk )
.
The explanation is as follows: the path integral in (105) was obtained from the path
integral with boundaries (104) by the concatenation formula (77). Hence, it is secretly
using the normal ordering prescribed by the choice of a complex structure J on g (which
dictates the regularization for the one-loop determinant in (105)). This implicit depen-
dence on J is exactly cancelled by the factor e
∑
k
i
4 tr(J ·adAk ) (indeed, we know that the
left hand side of (105) is defined in terms of the Clifford algebra Cl(g) and therefore
cannot possibly depend on J ). For the naïve path integral (37), we implicitly assumed
the symmetric normal ordering by making a regularization (41) in our computation of
the one-loop determinant (the important point is that θ(0) is a number, and not a matrix).
Path integral representation (105) returns us to the perturbative computation of
Sect. 2.3 and thus finishes the proof of Theorem 2.
Remark 28. It is easy to compute (103) in the case of A = 0:
	(ZI |A=0)(ηout , η¯in) = 2−m e
1

(
〈ηout ,η¯in〉−2〈ηout−η˜,η¯in− ¯˜η〉
)
, (106)
where η˜, ¯˜η are holomorphic and anti-holomorphic components of the bulk field ψ˜ . We
can also write (106) as
	(ZI |A=0)(ηout , η¯in) = 2−m e
1

(
i
2 (ψbd ,Jψbd )−i(ψbd−ψ˜,J (ψbd−ψ˜))
)
,
where ψbd = ι(ηout ) + ι¯(η¯in) is the linear combination of boundary fields ηout , η¯in .
4.5. Simplicial action on an interval.
Proposition 4. The path integral for the Chern-Simons partition function on an interval
(103) is given by
	(ZI(ψ˜, A))(ηout , η¯in) = det1/2g
(
sinh adA2
adA
2
)
· det−1/2g M(adA)
· exp 1

(
〈ηout , η¯in〉 − 12 (ψ˜, adAψ˜)
+
1
2
(
η˜ − ηout ¯˜η − η¯in
) · M(adA) ·
(
η˜ − ηout¯˜η − η¯in
))
,
(107)
where the bilinear form M(adA) in basis (η, η¯) is represented by the block matrix
M(adA) =
(
R−+ R−1++ −1 − R−− + R−+ R−1++ R+−
1 + R−1++ R−1++ R+−
)
. (108)
Here symbols R±± stand for blocks of R(adA) (defined by formula (31)) in the basis
(η, η¯):
R(adA) =
(
R++ R+−
R−+ R−−
)
. (109)
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Proof. The path integral (103) is Gaussian with a critical point ψcr (τ ) being the
solution of
(d + dτ adA)ψcr = const (110)
subject to conditions ∫
dτ ψcr (τ ) = ψ˜, (111)
π(ψcr (1)) = ηout , (112)
π¯(ψcr (0)) = η¯in . (113)
Equation (110) together with (111) gives
ψcr (τ ) = ψ˜ + F(adA, τ )(ψcr (0) − ψ˜), (114)
where F(adA, τ ) is defined by (30). The value of the action (together with boundary
terms) for this path is
S(ψcr ) + boundary terms
= −1
2
(ψ˜, adAψ˜) − 12 (ψ˜, ψ
cr (1) − ψcr (0))
︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
2
∫
(ψcr ,dAψcr )
+
1
2
〈ηcr (0), η¯in〉 + 12 〈ηout , η¯
cr (1)〉.
(115)
Boundary values of ψcr can be found as follows: (114) implies that
ψcr (1) = (1 + R(adA))ψ˜ − R(adA)ψcr (0).
Solving this equation together with (112) and (113) in coordinates (η, η¯), we obtain(
ηout
η¯cr (1)
)
=
(
1 + R++ R+−
R−+ 1 + R−−
)(
η˜
¯˜η
)
−
(
R++ R+−
R−+ R−−
)(
ηcr (0)
η¯in
)
. (116)
Here ηcr (0) and η¯cr (1) are the unknowns. Solving (116), we get
ηcr (0) = ηout + (1 + R−1++ )(η˜ − ηout ) + R−1++ R+−( ¯˜η − η¯in),
η¯cr (1) = η¯in − R−+ R−1++ (η˜ − ηout ) − (−1 − R−− + R−+ R−1++ R+−)( ¯˜η − η¯in).
By substituting into (115), we obtain the exponential in (107).
The pre-exponential in (107) can be derived as follows. We know that it is a function
of A only (since it is a square root of a functional determinant of the operator13 dA acting
on functions with vanishing integral, vanishing holomorphic part at τ = 1 and vanishing
anti-holomorphic part at τ = 0); let us denote it by G(A). Closing the interval into a
circle (by using (77)), we find∫

m Dηout Dη¯in e
1

〈η¯in ,ηout 〉 · 	(ZI(ψ˜, A))(ηout , η¯in)
= det1/2g M(adA) · G(A) · e− 12 (ψ˜,adAψ˜).
Comparing with the known result for a circle (13), we obtain the pre-exponential in
(107). unionsq
13 More exactly, the determinant of a matrix of the bilinear form
∫
(•, dA•).
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Remark 29. In this computation, we neglected the factor of e i4 tr(J ·adA). If we did not, it
would anyway be cancelled by the pre-exponential obtained by comparison with (13)
(and this result is obtained by an explicit computation in the operator formalism in
Sect. 3.1.3).
We can define the simplicial Chern-Simons action for the interval SI (ψ˜, A; ηout , η¯in)
by
e
1

SI (ψ˜,A;ηout ,η¯in) = 	(ZI(ψ˜, A))(ηout , η¯in),
or explicitly
SI(ψ˜, A; ηout , η¯in)
= 〈ηout , η¯in〉 − 12 (ψ˜, adAψ˜) +
1
2
(
η˜ − ηout ¯˜η − η¯in
) · M(adA) ·
(
η˜ − ηout¯˜η − η¯in
)
+

2
trg log
(
sinh adA2
adA
2
)
− 
2
trg log M(adA). (117)
Remark 30. Expansion of (117) as a power series in A starts as
SI(ψ˜, A; ηout , η¯in)
= i
2
(ψbd , Jψbd) − i(ψbd − ψ˜, J (ψbd − ψ˜)) − 12 (ψ˜, adAψ˜)
−1
6
(ψbd − ψ˜, J adA J (ψbd − ψ˜)) + O(A2)
− m log 2 +  i
12
tr(J adA) + O(A2), (118)
where ψbd = ι(ηout ) + ι¯(η¯in).
We can obtain the action for a simplicial complex  by gluing actions (117) for indi-
vidual intervals using concatenation formulae (76), (77). E.g. for a triangulated interval
 = [pin, p2] ∪ [p2, p3] ∪ · · · ∪ [pn, pout ] we have
e
1

S(ψ˜1,A1,...,ψ˜n ,An;ηout ,η¯in) =
∫ n−1∏
k=1
(

m Dηk Dη¯k+1
) ·
· exp 1

(
SI(ψ˜n, An; ηout , η¯n) + 〈η¯n, ηn−1〉
+ · · · + 〈η¯2, η1〉 + SI(ψ˜1, A1; η1, η¯in)
)
. (119)
For a triangulated circle n = [p1, p2] ∪ · · · ∪ [pn−1, pn] ∪ [pn, p1], we have
e
1

Sn (ψ˜1,A1,...,ψ˜n ,An) =
∫ n∏
k=1
(

m Dηk Dη¯k+1
)
· exp 1

n∑
k=1
(
SI(ψ˜k, Ak; ηk, η¯k) + 〈η¯k+1, ηk〉
)
. (120)
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Remark 31. Looking at formulae (119), (120), it is tempting to identify 〈η¯k+1, ηk〉 as a
simplicial action for the point pk+1.
Remark 32. Formula (120) explains how the simplicially non-local expression (42) is
produced from a simplicially local expression (the sum of contributions of individual
intervals — the integrand in (120)). The key is integration over boundary fields {ηk, η¯k}.
Let us introduce the notation f pqr±±± for structure constants14 of g in the basis (η, η¯):
θ = 1
6
f abcψaψbψc
= 1
6
f pqr+++ ηpηqηr +
1
2
f pqr++−ηpηq η¯r +
1
2
f pqr+−−ηpη¯q η¯r +
1
6
f pqr−−−η¯pη¯q η¯r (121)
(this is the same θ as in (4) rewritten in holomorphic-antiholomorphic coordinates
on g). Then, the quantum master equation (68) for the action (117) has the following
form:

∂
∂ψ˜a
∂
∂ Aa
e
1

SI (ψ˜,A;η,η¯) + 1

(
1
6
f pqr+++ ηpηqηr +

2
f pqr++−ηpηq
∂
∂ηr
− 
2
f pqq++−ηp
+

2
2
f pqr+−−ηp
∂
∂ηq
∂
∂ηr
− 
2
2
f ppr+−−
∂
∂ηr
+

3
6
f pqr−−−
∂
∂ηp
∂
∂ηq
∂
∂ηr
)
e
1

SI (ψ˜,A;η,η¯)
−e 1 SI (ψ˜,A;η,η¯) 1

(

3
6
f pqr+++
←−
∂
∂η¯p
←−
∂
∂η¯q
←−
∂
∂η¯r
+

2
2
f pqr++−
←−
∂
∂η¯p
←−
∂
∂η¯q
η¯r − 
2
2
f pqq++−
←−
∂
∂η¯p
+

2
f pqr+−−
←−
∂
∂η¯p
η¯q η¯r − 
2
f ppr+−−η¯r +

3
6
f pqr−−−η¯pη¯q η¯r
)
= 0. (122)
Remark 33. The one-dimensional B F theory is a special case of the one-dimensional
Chern-Simons theory where the complex polarization (78) is compatible with the Lie
algebra structure on g. In more detail, let h in (78) be a Lie subalgebra, and let the Lie
algebra structure on g be given by a semidirect product of h with its coadjoint module h¯:
g = h  h¯.
In this case, formula (117) for SI simplifies: the block R+− in (109) vanishes, and the
matrix M(adA) (108) becomes
M(adA) =
(
R−+ R−1++ −1 − R−−
1 + R−1++ 0
)
, det1/2g M(adA) = deth(1 + R−1++ ).
In (121), only the second term on the right hand side survives:
θ = 1
2
Frpqη
pηq η¯r .
14 Here we mean the structure constants of the cyclic operation (•, [•, •]) : ∧3g → R.
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(Here Frpq are the structure constants of h; we distinguish between upper and lower
indices to emphasize that we do not assume that h comes with a pairing). So, the quan-
tum master equation (122) is simplified:

∂
∂ψ˜a
∂
∂ Aa
e
1

SI (ψ˜,A;η,η¯) + 1

(

2
Frpqη
pηq
∂
∂ηr
− 
2
Fqpqηp
)
e
1

SI (ψ˜,A;η,η¯)
−e 1 SI (ψ˜,A;η,η¯) 1

(

2
2
Frpq
←−
∂
∂η¯p
←−
∂
∂η¯q
η¯r − 
2
2
Fqpq
←−
∂
∂η¯p
)
= 0. (123)
(If in addition h is unimodular, the last terms in brackets vanish.) Note that the result for
B F theory that we obtain from (117) cannot be directly compared to the result in [15]
as the choice of gauge fixing is very different.15
Remark 34. Another interesting point about the B F case is that f abc f abc = 0. Hence,
the operator δρ : Hpt+ → Hpt+ becomes a coboundary operator. If we assume in addi-
tion that h is unimodular, then (Hpt+ , δρ) can be identified with the Chevalley-Eilenberg
complex of the Lie algebra h. Thus, the reduced space of states associated to a point (see
Remark 25) is the Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology of h:
Hredpt+ ∼= HC E (h).
Therefore, the cohomology space
Had
θˆ
(Cl(g)) ∼= HδρI (End(Hpt+)) ∼= HC E (h) ⊗ (HC E (h))
∗ (124)
becomes non-trivial. In this case, the partition function Z◦I can be understood as an
identity operator acting on the Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology HC E (h).
Remark 35. One can also view the one-dimensional version of the B F theory with a
cosmological term [6] as a special case of the one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory
for g = h ⊕ h∗, where h is itself a quadratic Lie algebra, and the Lie algebra structure
on g is given by
θ = 1
2
F pqrηpηq η¯r + κ
1
6
F pqr η¯pη¯q η¯r . (125)
Here F pqr are the structure constants of h (in an orthonormal basis) and the parameter κ
is the “cosmological constant”. For Lie algebra g, we automatically have f abc f abc = 0,
and Remark 25 applies in this case.
Let us denote g with Lie algebra structure defined by (125) by gB F,κ . Then, one-
dimensional Chern-Simons theories with Lie algebras gB F,κ and h are related, similarly
to the 3-dimensional case [6]. In particular, for continuum action on the circle we have
SgB F,κ (ι(η) + ι¯(η¯)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ
, ι(A) + ι¯(A¯)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
)
= 1
2κ
(
Sh
(
η + κ η¯, A + κ A¯
) − Sh (η − κ η¯, A − κ A¯)) , (126)
15 Indeed, here we fix the field A to be constant on the interval, and we fix the integral ψ˜ of field ψ over
the interval, and the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic projections of ψ at the right and left end-points of the
interval. The gauge used in [15] fixes π(A) to be constant, π¯(A) to be a sum of delta-functions at the ends of
the interval; and it fixes the values π(ψ) at the ends of the interval and the integral for π¯(ψ). The latter gauge
choice features better simplicial locality properties, but is only h-equivariant.
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where ι and ι¯ denote the embeddings of h, h∗ into gB F,κ and on the right hand side
we implicitly use the isomorphism h ∼= h∗ given by the pairing on h. Relation (126)
implies the following relation for partition functions for the triangulated circle n for
Lie algebras gB F,κ and h:
ZgB F,κ , n ({ι(ηk) + ι¯(η¯k)}, {ι(Ak) + ι¯(A¯k)}; )
= Zh, n ({ηk +κ η¯k}, {Ak +κ A¯k}; 2κ ) · Zh, n ({ηk −κ η¯k}, {Ak −κ A¯k};−2κ ).
(127)
Remark 36. Another special case of a one-dimensional Chern-Simons theory can be
constructed from a Lie bialgebra h. Here we set g = h ⊕ h∗ with the canonical pairing
and with Lie algebra structure on g defined by
θ = 1
2
Frpqη
pηq η¯r +
1
2
Gqrp ηpη¯q η¯r .
Here Frpq and G
qr
p are structure constants of the Lie bracket and co-bracket on h. This
is a one-dimensional version of the Lie bialgebra B F theory, cf. [14] (the underlying
unimodular Lie bialgebra for continuum theory on the circle is h⊗
•(S1)). It does not
seem to enjoy any particular simplifications with respect to the general case other than
having a canonical complex polarization on g.
Remark 37. The odd third-order differential operator in variables ψ˜, A, ηout , η¯in that
appears in (122) endows the algebra of functions Fun(g ⊕ g ⊕ h ⊕ h¯) with a
structure of homotopy BV algebra in the sense of Tamarkin-Tsygan [16]. In general, the
same applies to Fun(Fbulk ⊕ (h)×i() ⊕ (h¯)×i()) for any 1-dimensional simplicial
complex . If  has no boundary, this homotopy BV structure is strict.
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